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Exclusive IntervieW With Police Chief Goliath - Davis
by I. W. Williams, Feature

Writer

No Money Gown!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

90 OAYS SAME AS CASH
ESTABLISHED 1904

went off to college. Along the

way, I met Freddie Crawford, a

discuss.
The chief presented him

chief will be at the end

graduate of the college. I had

of the interview which '

25, 1999, I had the distinct

self as an articulate and well-

can be found on page 11

known Freddie all of my life.
He said talking was easy, but

pleasure, along with publisher

versed person who knows

of this edition.

Cleveland Johnson, Jr. to sit
down with Chief Goliath

who he was and what he want

The Williams-Davis
Exclusive Interview:

Davis for an exclusive inter

ed to do during his tenure as
chief. From the vantage point

Williams: First of all, 1

view. It was the opinion of this

of this writer, I am convinced

want to thank you for taking

writer that since I had an exclu
sive interview with. Chief

that Mayor Fischer’s crowning

time out from your busy

achievement of his administra

schedule to let us chat with

Davis’ predecessor, Darryl

tion will be this very important

you.

Stephens upon his appoint

appointment. I personally
want to thank him for this
courageous step.
During the interview, the

Chief Davis is St. Petersbuig’s
first African-American to hold

A Credit Plan For You!

race and gender. A bio

graphical sketch of the

On Wednesday, August

ment, I could do no less for one
of our own, especially since

Police Chief Goliath Davis

there were several sensitive
areas that the chief could not

chief gave the writer a copy of

‘strength

for

“if you want to be something,
why don’t you see me.” I had a

lot of admiration for him, and I

Winter Park where I majored
in behavioral science with

emphasis on sociology. I got
my Bachelor’s degree in 1973.

decided to try it
Williams: Let us talk about
your becoming the first
African-American police chief
in St. Petersburg. As you

In 1977,1 earned a Master’s

Davis: No problem.
Williams: First of all, what

know, all too often, when a
black person gets a high profile

State University, where I

motivated you to become a

position in a white setting,

police officer, and when did
you decide that’s what you

many whites feel it is because
of affirmative action, and riot

in 1993,1 graduated from Har
vard University’s John F.

wanted to be?

ability. To set this to rest, let us

Kennedy School of Govern
ment

this most important position.

the

It was mutually agreed at
the Outset of the interview, that

August, 1999 which showed

Davis: The first thing, I

deal with your qualifications.

the number of employees by

didn’t give it much thought. I

First of all, give our readers,

report-’

your education past high ■
school.
Davis: After high school, I
went to Rollins College in

degree in Criminal Justice
from the University of South
Florida in 1977. Not entirely
satisfied, I went to Florida

obtained my Doctorate degree
in Criminology in 1984. Also,

Williams: All of those

®lje Weekly Qtfjallenger

I.W. Williams

Please see pg. 11
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Tony Smith To Lead BCC Board Of Counselors
Banker Tony Smith has been

president

of

CHALLENGER:

UPS Supports Urban League
National Convention

Exclusive Coverage of The National
Baptist Convention - What's In Store
For the New Millennium

DAYTONA BEACH named

next

SEPTEMBER 11, 1999

the

Bethune-Cookman College
Board of Counselors. Smitn,

Allene Gammage-Ahmed

who has been employed with
SunTrust Bank for 17 years, is

Child Support
Collections Up
By Nearly 70%

currently Community Devel
opment Director and a Senior
Vice Resident
As Chairman of the Board
of Counselors, Smith will lead
the group consisting of area"

' TALLAHASSEE - The
Department of Revenue
(DOR) has increased child
support collections by nearly
70 percent since the Legisla
ture transferred the enforce
ment program tot he agency.

CSE employees who adapted

The increase in collections

to more efficient operational

comes even as the overall

procedures and automation,

number of child support cases
has remained at about the

along with the new enforce

ily, am very pleased with Tony

same level. The Child Support

as Chairman, and we are all

Enforcement (CSE) program
handles
approximately
847,000 cases 'representing

Legislature and Congress.
These tools include:

business and civic leaders as
they plan arid implement activ
ities and programs geared
toward supporting the goals of
the College and promoting

closer ties tot he Halifax area

community. Smith, along with
the other 'members of the
Board of Counselors, will

as The United Way tine Anti-

man for eight years. I, along ‘

serve as ambassadors lor the

Recidivist
Organization,
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity,
Inc., arid- Greater Friendship

with the rest of die B-CC fam

College.

A

native

of Daytona

Beach, Smith graduated from

Seabreeze High School and

Baptist Church
Dr. Jno S; Frink, Bethune-

extremely confident that he
will do an exemplary job pro

bil i tati ve Services. Chi Id sup
port collections for Fiscal
1993-94 were $388.6 million.
Much of the program's,
success in boosting collections
is credited to the dedicated

ment tools provided by the FL

• Suspending FL driver
licenses for failure to pay child

nautical University and St.

Cookman College's Executive^ moting, to the community the
Vice President, commented goals and mission of the Col

Thomas Moore College in Ft.

that, "Mr. Smith's dedication to

Michell, KY In addition to

Bethune-Cookman College

Bethune-Cookman Col

The DOR now has a single
toll free number, for child sup

serving as Chairman of the

makes him a natural choice to
lead the Board of Counselors.

lege, the sixth largest of the 41-

port services, 1-80Q-622-5437,

businesses in every state must
report new workers, to locate-

member UNCF colleges, is

that is linked to the agency's 10.

parents who owe child support

regional

customer sendee

so the payments can be auto

attended Embry-Riddle Aero

Bethune-Codki n<*ri. College

lege."

Board of Counselors, Smith

For over 15 years he has been

located in the Atlantic coast

will continue to be active in

an active member of the
Board, serving as vice chair-

city of Daytona Beach.

other civic organizations such

units. Clients will have their'- matically deducted from their
paychecks.

customer service unit through

• The place of child sup

the toll free system. The only

port arrest warrants of FL's

exceptions are child support

crime computer, enabling law

cases in Dade and Manatee

enforcement officials to track

Counties, which are riot han

deadbeats across county lines.

dled by the DOR.

the DOR created 10 regional

which ended. June 30th, the

customer service units to more

DOR collected $656.6 million

efficiently answer calls from

West Coast Rattlers Booster
.Club held an NCAA reception

in child support. That repre
sents a 68.9% increase in col

clients seeking updates on their

with

Claudette

lections since July 1994, when

units handle these inquiries,

Farmer and Veronica Wiggins

the Child Support Enforce;

which allows other DOR

recendy. The reception was
held at die Cuban Hall Patio on

ment program was transferred

employees to spend more time

to DOR from what was then

on enforcement actions. .

Thursday, Sept. 2nd.

the Dent, of Health and Reha-

coaches

their celebration.
Both coaches continue to

serve and support their com
munity by giving back as
much as possible. Tampa is

fortunate to have the commit
ment of all of their coaches as

they strive to eneigize our

youth for the future.
Please see pg. 11

ence, 'Agenda 2000: Equality and Power for the New Millennium'. During
v his address to a capacity audience, Johnson announced the launch of
BET.com, a new Internet portal designed to increase African Americans
awareness and use of online technology

Coca-Cola’s Lifetime
Achievement AWard
HOI I I

During the past two years,

For Fiscal Year 1998-99,

acquaintances to help kick off

f

istries: of new hires in which

TAMPA-FAMU Alumni,
Pharmacy Alumni and the

The event was very well
attended and the get-together
brought many old friends and

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

support.

• State and national reg

dren.

calls routed to die appropriate

Let’s Meet
The Coaches

L-R: Claudette Farmer and Veronica Wiggins

just more than 1 million chil

Evern Cooper (center), vice president and executive director of the UPS
Foundation, is shown at the Urban League's Whitney M. Young, Jr., dinner
with Hugh Price (left), president of the National Urban League, and Bob
Johnson, chairman and chief executive officer of BET Holdings, Inc. The
dinner, underwritten in part by UPS, concluded the League's 89th annual
conference, which was held in Houston, Cooper was one of more than 100
UPS employees from across the country who participated in the confer

cases. The customer service

Sunken Gardens
Finalize Deal —
ST. PETERSBURG The
transaction
On Wednesday afternoon, occurred between Mayor
Sept. 1st, the city of St. David J. Fischer represent

ATLANTA, GA - Carl
Ware (right), senior vice presi

Petersburg finalized the ing the city of St. Peters
purchase of Sunken Gar burg and George Rahdert,
dens during a ceremonial Esq. representing Sunken

Group, The Coca-Cola Com
Alpha Psi Lifetime Achieve

achievement and leadership in Cola Company's Africa
his corporate career and global Group, Ware is responsible for

signing at City Hall, 175
Fifth St. N., in the Com

ment Award from Ronald R.

community service.

Young, Grand Polemarch. at

The theme for this year's tions in 50 countries in submeeting, which attracted thou Saharan Africa.

munity Resource Center at
4pm.

Gardens, Inc. Following
the signing, officials were

on hand to answer ques
tions.

dent and President/African
pany. receives the Kappa

the fraternity's 74th Grand
Chapter meeting in Adanta.

Ware, a long-time member sands of members nationwide,
and supporter of the fraternity, was 'Keeping the Volun
was recognized for more than teerism Flame Burning'.
35 years of outstanding
As President of The Coca-

the company's business opera
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Sign Up With U.S,
Army & Earn An

Hillsborough County School Minority Business: A Critical
Board Appointments
Partner In America's
Economic Success
ness: A Critical Partner In

participate as well as major
corporations. For more infor

America’s Economic Success

mation, call (813) 276-6861.

TAMPA - Minority Busi

ity Enterprise Development

Loans”

lpm;

(MED) Week in Tampa Bay.
The event will be celebrated

Kick-Off Reception, 6pm.
Tuesday, SepL 14th, Mar

Secrets of Improving Cost
Control” seminar, 8am;

Sept. 13 th- 19th. This week has

keting for Profits Workshop,
9am; Hillsborough County

Minority Business Matchmak

Maria TXidela

Faychone Durant

Judy Bowen

been designated by Proclama
tion of the President of the
United States since 1983 to
recognize

and

promote

achievements of the Nation’s

Brenda Kearse

Kathy Flanagan

TAMPA - Administrative

Marva Brown

tion, Dunbar Magnet Elemen

appointments for the Hillsbor
ough County School Board

tary, was appointed Principal
of Dunbar Magnet Elemen

were made as follows:
Mrs. Patricia Z. Smith,
Supervisor of Employee Rela

tary.
Faychone Durant, Asst.
Principal

for

Elementary

tions, was appointed Director .Instruction, Cork Elementary,
of Guidance Services.
‘was appointed Principal of
Mrs. Brenda Kearse, Prin • Lincoln Magnet Elementary.
cipal, Oak Grove Middle, was

appointed

Supervisor

of

Services-DJJ Program).

Potter Early Childhood Center.

Seminar, 4pm; “Minorities

private sector are asked to

Competing in the Workplace

shop, 2pm; “Collecting on

tion commander of the St.

renew their commitment to

and in Business”, 5pm; “How

helping minority-owned busi
nesses achieve fuller participa

to Become Bankable” semi

Bad Checks” seminar, 5pm;
“Developing a Disaster-Resis

Petersburg Recruiting Sta
tion, the $4,000 bonus will

tant Business”, 6pm.
Friday,
Sept.
17th,
“Employment Discrimination

be in addition to any exist

bonus is attached.
For information on this

ing bonus that may be con

seasonal enlistment bonus,

nected with the military

contact Sgt. 1st Class Med

occupational skill. The
maximum combined can

ina, U.S. Army Recruiting
Station, 908 58th Street

be up to $6,000 for a three-

North, Suite 19B, (727)

tion in the market economy,
and by so doing, improve the
standard of living and quality

St Petersburg; an Awards

cipal of Bing Elementary.

Luncheon sponsored by Hills
borough County Board of
County Commissioners at

Pierce Middle, as Principal of
Alternative Schools (Non-DJJ
Programs).

Apollo Beach Elementary,

pal of Roosevelt Elementary.

effective Aug 2,1999.
Phyllis Rodriguez, Asst.
Principal for Elementary
Instruction, Cleveland Ele
mentary, was appointed Princi
pal of Cleveland Elementary.
Marva Brown, Asst. Prin

Kathy Flanagan, Principal, appointed Principal of Durant
Eisenhower Middle, was High School.
appointed Principal of Walker
Larry Sykes, Asst. Princi
Middle.
pal for Elementary Instruction
Administrative Transfers:
at Edison Elementary School,
Ashley Smith, Principal of was appointed Principal of
Buchanan Middle, as Principal Edison Elementary School.
of Eisenhower Middle.

cation.

Joe Perez, Principal of

Rodgers Middle School, was

Higgins Hall in Tampa; a
Minority Business Showcase
Bus Tour sponsored by First
Union,
Small arid minority owned

businesses are encouraged to

HIRES

Kids at School?
Parents PULE!!!}

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

E>UY ONE
GET ONE FREE!
FISH & CHIPS

099

ATTENTION

Issues in the Workplace” sem
inar, 8am; MED Week Awards
Banquet, 6:30pm.

Saturday,

10am.

HOMEOWNERS

A/'so

available: laundry facilities,

activity areas, optional meals

\1LF Towers is a private, non-profit, rental-assisted retirement center,
where everv move in is a MOVE LP!

i Call usat 823-1575 • 540 - 2nd Avcl S.

208 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.

As Low As $68 Monthly

Tampa, FL 33603
(813) 222-0055

• Debt Consolidation

SIDING

BATHROOMS

Suite C

• No Credit

As Low As
$45Monthly

• Formica • Free Planning

• Other Loans
Available

As Low As $60 Monthly

Windows

■Ceilings &

Overhangs

Tinted glass

• Soffit

• White Framed

• Vinyl

• Fascia

• Bronzed Framed

• Aluminum

• Single Hung

• Soffit &

• Picture Windows

Fascia

Complete Reconstruction
Ceramic tile Work

• Windows

• Shutters
• Doors

• Tinted Glass

As Low As $75 Monthly As Low As $50 Monthly

As Low As $75 Monthly

St. Petersburg Business. Development Center
1045 - 16th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 893-7146 • FAX: (727) 551-3360
September 1999 Training Schedule
WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

September 1999
i2

9:00 am-11:00 am
Small Business Law by
j Chamber of Commerce*

7

8

13

1 T"A

4:00 pm-6:00 pm
Intro to Youth
Entrepreneurship by Youth
Entrepreneurs/NationsBank*
6:00 pm-7:30 pm
How to Become Bankable
by Mercantile Bank*

4IOC

20'

21

28

27

TOWERS

Home Improvement Specialist

ROOFING

CARPORTS

CLOSED FOR
LABOR DAY

1 housekeeping optional, spacious

Residential Building Contractor

• Problem Credit

• Custom Built Cabinets

causes mental anguish and

6

MLF

BUILDERMAX

Licensed • Bonders • Insured
CRCO57595

CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONING
As Low As
$60 Monthly

• European Styles • Wood

and |343-5430.

enlistment

LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
KITCHEN REMODELING

occupational skills which
are eligible for the $4,000

READ A NEWSPAPER |
EVERYDAY

and Minority Business Expo at

"For less than $240 per month,
I get all this and more!"

i
response system
• • A delicious meal served daily

year

To Pre-qualify call Now BUILDERMAX 813-222-0055
or Bay Area Financial Services 1-888-257-8381.
"APPLICATION TAKEN IN HOME OR BY PHONE"

. FOR OVER 21 YEARS,

i • A spacious apartment
• 24 Hour staffing and emergency

18th,

African Festival Market, 9am;

Haying an affair is what,

Regular Price:
THREE PIECES
W
GOLPEN FRIED SEA SASS,
SIDE OF STEAK FRIES &
CORNPUPS
Limit one with ad!
Expires 10/15/99

i

Sept.

1. Must be a homeowner;
2. Must show need for improvements.
We are proud to offer financing through Bay Area Financial
Services, a growing 15 year old financial institution. Refinancing
and debt consolidation are the best way. to lower high interest credit
cards and loans. BUILDERMAX, Your Home Improvement
Specialist, is offering great prices on all of the work below.

Those who think they need

divorced themselves from a
full and sound life.
Happiness and success are
guaranteed to the man who is
moral, but immorality will
cause the down fall of the dar
ling and the devil.

According to Sgt. 1st

QUALIFICATIONS ARE:

a great deal of money arid a
new honey, have already

despair,

Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'

Business Opportunities with
the Government” seminar,

of Edison Elementary, as Prin

mentaiy, was appointed Princi

327-8309
328-8309

Minority Business Showcase
Bus Tour, 8am; “Researching

pal of Graham Elementary.
Sylvia Hornsby, Principal

was appointed Principal of

400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

nar, 6pm.
Wednesday, Sept, 15th,

ties include a Kickoff Recep
tion at the Nations Towers in'

Instruction, Roosevelt Ele-

MARKIT & RESTAURANT

Class Manuel Medina, sta

service.
A list of the 50 military

cation and Hub Zones” work

“Financial Planning and Insur
ance for Small Businesses and

Apollo Beach Elementary,

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

least a three-year term of

Pinellas Counties and sur
rounding communities. Activi

pal for Elementary Instruction,

cipal for Elementary Instruc-

tional bonus of $4,000.

Entrepreneurship”

Florida Statewide (Luncheon),
11:30am; “SBA 8(a), Certifi

Bonnye Taylor, Principal
of Bing Elementary, as Princi

Sherrie Sikes, Principal of
Winnie McCandless, Asst. • Durant High School, as Gener
Principal for Elementary al Director for Secondaiy Edu

Judy Bowen, AssL Princi V

applicant must enlist for at

Principal of Buchanan Middle.

William Katz, Principal of

The

will be eligible for an addi

ness Awards Luncheon,
11:30am; ‘Introduction to

9am; “Internet As a Business
Platform” seminar, 10:30am;

tional High.

Battery.

Aptitude

Hillsborough,

pal of Youth Services, as Prin
cipal of South County Voca

er Expo, 9am; “How To Start
A Sinai I Business”, 11am;
National Minority Supplier
Development Council of

and September 30, 1999,

sioners Minority I Small Busi

throughout

Graham Elementary, was
appointed Principal of Lowry

tive School Program (Youth

Tampa Bay Technical, was
appointed Principal ofAlterna

Board of County Commis

announced additional bonus, an appli
recently that • qualified cant must have no prior
applicants who enlist in military service, meet edu
one of 50 military ocupa- cational criteria, and score
tional skills and report for in the top half of the
active duty between now Armed Services Vocational
Petersburg

Youth

Dwight Raines, Principal
of Roland Park Middle, as

Stephanie Moffitt, Princi

Oryan Speed, Asst. Princi
pal for Elementary Instruction,
Potter Early Childhood Center,
was appointed Principal of

pal for Magnet Curriculum, '

Workshop,

minority-owned businesses. It
is a week when the public and

of life for all Americans.
MED Week Tampa Bay
will hold events and seminars

Kathy Coto, Principal,

Teacher Training.
Maria Tudela, Asst. Princi -Elementary.

Monday, Sept. 13 th, “SBA

ST. PETERSBURG - $12,000 for a four-year
Officials at the U.S. Army enlistment.
To be eligible for the
Recruiting station in St.

5:30pm; “Necessary Steps to
Starting a Small Business”

seminar, 6pm.
Thursday, Sept. 16th, The

is this year’s theme for Minor

~

Extra $4,000

Enterprise Zone” seminar,

5:00 pm-7:00 pm
How to Write A Business
Plan by SBDC**

6:00 pm-7:00 pm
SBA Programs & Services
by SBA**

‘Call (727) 893-7146 to register.

8

;

10

ID

>-7
I1

22

23

24

29

30

“Call (727) 893-96(16 to register.

SBA: US Small Business Administration
Chamber: St. Petersburg Area Chamber of Commerce

9

j
12:15 pm-12:45 pm
i How to Use the Business
Information Center by
I SBA*'*

i

11:00 am-1:00 pm
How to Start A
Business by SBDC**
2:00 pm-4:00 pm
SBA 8(a) Certification &
HUB Zone by U.S. Small
Business Administration**

9:00 am-11:00 am
Small Business
Accounting by Chamber*

Unless otherwise indicated, all classes are FREE

Schedule and classes are subject to change, please call to confirm classes
SBDC: University of South Florida-Small Business Development Center

Q
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to. hefp every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

MEMBER

Southeast Black

The Real
Hallmarks Of
Cultural
Superiority
by Akwasi Evans
After watching his son-in-law being lowered into the
ground, Jim Kelley was interviewed by the media. Kelley
is the father-in-law of former Northwestern University
basketball coach, Ricky Byrdsong. Byrdsong was mur

dered on July 2nd by Benjamin Smith, a white suprema

cist who went on a racial killing spree over the 4th of July

weekend.
Smith was a member of the World Church of the

Creator, a white supremacist organization that teaches

followers that God has changed his mind about who his
chosen people are arid that white people are destined to
run and rule the world. White people do run and rule the
world, but it is definitely not in a Godly fashion.

Ownership: Stop Complaining
About Otner People’s Stuff
All this talk about the

reside in the 'super-rich'

kept upv with the news
about advertising on black-

despite the lack of Oscars
that blacks have received.

media and how it is treating
or mistreating black people

neighborhood. The market

owned radio stations and

Some look like they are just

penetration rate for white-

other media, you know

happy to be in the room-to

is really getting to me. I

owned newspapers, at least

why black talk shows are

be

hear complaints about what

in my city, far exceeds that

suffering. To put it bluntly,

is on television and how We

of local black-owned news

we are complaining about

have been 'dissed' by not

papers. And, talk shows on

'someone else's stuff. If we

know what I mean.
The newspaper situa
tion is very strange. We

being in the shows airing

black radio are few and far

owned these media compa
nies and large corporations,

complain about what is

we could call the shots.
I know the first thing
some will say. "Well, Bill
Cosby tried to buy a televi

that many of our black stars

by James Clingman

this season. Black stars rail
against the lack of mean

between. They are also

ingful parts for themselves

air because of a lack of ad
vertising revenue.

in major movies and how
they have little if no say in
the filmmaking business. I
hear my people complain

very difficult to keep on the

Why are we complain

ing

about

white-owned

television stations not in

sion station, and they
would not sell it to him."

assimilating,

if you

papers that publish those
articles. What's up with

nesses (and individuals)
spending more advertising

that? Why would you buy

dollars with black radio,

something from someone

and maga
zines? Now that's an inter

(anyone-black, white or

newspapers

next crisis comes along.
The media moguls will
continue to make their bil
lions from us, and we will

cluding us in their pro

So what? At least he tried,

newspapers' portrayals of

gramming? Why are we

and besides, I don't hear too

otherwise) who treats you
disrespectfully?
Why

owned businesses advertis

continue to laugh, sing and

them, as well as how we

upset about the lack of

would you not, instead, buy
black-owned newspapers?

ing in black-owned media,

dance. What a trade-off!

strengthening them so they

I do hope we will con

The same holds true for

can run the kinds of pro

sider other options to deal
with this latest crisis. We

are being negatively char

black stars in films arid the

much complaining from
him. So, we do not own the

radio talk

void of ownership in the

major television outlets; we

acterized on

shows.

film industry as a whole?

also do not have to watch

black magazines and other

grams and articles we want

periodicals.

to see while creating more
jobs for our own people:

don't need them to pay us

On the other side of the

Why are we sulking about

them; especially if we don't

coin, I haven't heard many

white-owned newspapers

like their programming.

black people asking us to

writing negative articles
about us? And, why do we

As for Hollywood, I
hear some black stars de

few in number, because as

How about black stars

condescending tokenism.

long as we keep singing

getting together to invest in

And we certainly can do

off, stop buying movie

lament the state of black

ride the absence of African

and dancing, the establish

their own movie company

without those shows and

tickets' and turn to more

talk shows?
All of the answers are

Americans in the board

ment is happy. When we

while,

rooms, their roles in films,

start talking to one another,

black consumers start turn

ing our own economic base
in media.

found in the overriding fact

and the money they make

especially about something

ing off the insulting pro

important like economic

others about their stuff. It's

There is a dearth of
black ownership in the film

they .do because they own

compared to white stars.
But, I still see them rubbing

grams we are complaining
about now? Why keep on

the media outlets. It's that

against their counterparts.at

black-owned

is

complaining about other

and controlling our own.

industry despite the fact

simple. And, if you have

the Oscar presentations,

bought

a conglomerate

folks' stuff? Just stop par-

simply turn the television

important things like build

that media moguls do what

Black talk shows are

empowerment,

by

another

station

simultaneously,

off. We don't need their

films they offer us.
The bottom line is this:
It's not about arguing with

about obtaining, supporting

Remind The President: It’s Your MoneyYou Deserve A Refund----------------- ------budget, the fruits of the labors

group in Houston, "Probably

future. And, when Americans

Congress have already erased

relief and rebuilding our

Recently, the U.S. House

we began in 1995. This year's

there are people in this room

national security-all to secure

balanced budget bill is the

still mad at me about that bud

keep more of their hardearned money, the economy

$51 billion of debt in 1998

■passed monumental legisla

and another $102 billion this
year alone. In fact, with the

America's future.
So, remind the President:

by Rep. J.C. Watts, Jr.

tion

based

on

feelings, his immediate response was, "We do not hate the
murderer of my son-in-law." But Smith hated Byrdsong,

government pays its bills arid

the Congressional Budget
Office is projecting a $2.9 tril

raised them too much, too."
Yet' how does he feel
now? In January, speaking
before a group in Buffalo, NY,
the President said, "We have
no permanent deficit any

grows.
The President began this
year offering no tax relief to
the American people, saying
the Republican tax relief pro
posal was 'extreme' and 'irre
sponsible'. Recently, he has
modified his position, sup
porting $'250 billion in tax

deficits and more big govern
ment spending. Today, the

more; the natural condition is
a surplus, okay-so the ques
tion is, what do we do with it?
We could give it all back to
you and hope you spend it

cuts, and now saying he
.would support $300 billion.
The President has said many
times.that tax cuts would even
stand in the way of needed

right," Not only would he

domestic spending and Medi

White House has agreed to

rather keep the money in

to'be a Slave holder rind that cultural superiority, is dis

watch television until the

ing about dominant daily

get; because you think I raised

.1 contend that it is much more noble to be a slave than

companies will capitulate

esting concept - black-

your taxes too much. It might
surprise you that I think I

subhumans who could be manipulated and mistreated at
the whim of even the most wimpish white person;

or some organization being
paid to kiss and make up.

them? Demonstrate? File

issue or result in someone

and throw in a few' token
black characters. We will
be pacified and go home to

use Social Security funds to
avoid a budget deficit. Today,

ing African slaves, they have treated black people like

we willing to do about

recent storm develop into

tinue to purchase the news

written about us and con

first in decades that doesn't

have behaved as if they were destined to rule the western
hemisphere. Ever since white Americans, started import

some kind of diversity

How about we support our
own media with black busi

simple

and understands that oppression is more cancerous to the
oppressor than the oppressed
For as. long as white.folks have been in America they

tion. If we want these situa
tions to change, what are

We will surely see this

The 'big four' television

idea-the idea that Once the

Well, because Byrdsong's family belongs to a superi
or culture that forgives its enemies instead of making ene
mies of its allies; that believes in a God of love, not one
of hate and comes, from a culttirethat has been oppressed

taking in them.

lawsuits? How about we
move to get 'our own stuff?

When Kelley was interviewed by the press about his

even though he had never met the man. How can that he?

or advertising revenues
drop precipitously.
Here's another ques

a

has money left-over, it should
be returned to those who paid
it-you, the taxpayer. But the
bill, the .Financial Freedom
Act, has a long way to go, and
the President has- threatened
to veto it. This is why he
shouldn't.
In the first two years of
his
term
(1993-1994),
President Clinton projected a
budget deficit for 1998 of
$235.4 billion. Yet, in 1995

under Republican leadership,
we established spending caps
and fiscal responsibility,

lion surplus over the next 10
years.
Two years into his first
term, President Clinton arid a
Democrat-controlled Con
gress raided the Social
Security Trust Fund and took

$57 billion to pay for budget:

accept the Republican 'lock
box' initiative to protect every

penny of Social Security from
Washington's big spenders.

played through love, not hate; America's founding fathers
were slaveholders who practiced ethnic cleansing. They

trimmed excessive govern

displaced the native Americans from their land and made
Africans work the soil so that white men could build,a

common

America's tax dollars should

Democrat-controlled

society based upon democratic principles for themselves.

be spent.

mental spending arid applied

sense

to

how

Two years into his first

care. Even Democrat Senator
Washington, but he doesn't^ Bob Kerrey of Nebraska has
even trust you wjth your own called that claim pure 'folly',
money.
I

otherwise.
receiving a tax

believe

Families

term, Bill Clinton and a

refund can either save more or

Con

gress passed the biggest tax

spend it on needed school
clothes for their kids; a new

And then, there's the pub
lic debt of all those years that

ran budget deficits. Once
again, the President's rhetoric
is short on facts. Because of a

As we consider cultural Superiority we would be

Just recently, we cele

increase in history. In October

washer or dryer or for what

strong economy and oirr com
mitment to a balanced budget,

remiss if we didn't contemplate morality. It is amazing to

brated the first true balanced

1995, the President told a

.they decide will secure their

Republican-led

fights

Republican Social Security
lockbox in place, we will pay
down $2 trillion of debt over

the next 10 years.
■The fact is,

Speaker

Dennis Hastert and Con
gressional Republicans .have
put forth a common sense
agenda-locking away retire;
ment security, returning edu
cation dollars back home,
providing meaningful tax

It's

your

money,

not

Washington's.
You overpaid Uncle Sam,
you deserve it back.
The President should
never lose sight of that fact.
Congressman J.C. Watts, Jr.,

represents

Oklahoma's

Fourth District and is Chair
man of the House Republican
Conference.

WE WELCOME YOGR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SEND YOOR LETTERS TO:
Challenger
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

in

see a people who practice and preach hatred, deceit and
destruction proclaiming themselves superior. It is the
height of irony for fear-ridden towards to lay claim to

cultural supremacy.
African Americans, .as a whole, do not consider them
selves culturally superior to anyone else. We. recognize
that God has granted us the ability to perform better than

many others in.many areas, but we attribute that to grace,
not race. We know that we can. do more with less than
many, but we know that divine mercy has allowed us to

make silk purses out of sow's ears.

When it comes to superiority one fact seems most
salient; and that is love is superior to hate. Good is supe

rior to bad and superior people display their preeminence

through charity and humility, not cowardice and hatred.
Byrdsong's family doesn't consider itself superior to
the members of the World Church of the Creator, but I bet

the Creator of the world considers them more acceptable
servants than the self-proclaimed, satanic, cultural
supremacist who sent Smith out on a raging rampage of

assassination.
America's neo-nazi racists are the second lowest form
of life, next to America's business and political leaders
who allow these clowns to operate. When Smith Was
caught by the police, he was said to have committed sui

cide by shooting himself, three times, while driving a car!
The genocidal acts of weak-minded white Americans

are a testament to their destiny, and they will reap what

they sow. The reality is that there is no such thing as cul

tural superiority. There is only individual superiority, and
that is displayed through humility, not abhorrence.

Michael Jordan never said he was the best basketball

player in the world, his game did. Smith never said he
was a chicken-hearted little coward, his murderous action
did.

5
When I was young. I was taught that those who do.

don't say and those who say. don't do. People who are cul

turally supreme don't preach hate, they practice love.

Black Polks On Tour Another Fallen Warrior
and take more people with

by James Clingman
Have you ever given

us. That alone should be

es are in a position to bene
fit from the ensuing eco

by Bernice Powell Jackson
With the death of

any thought to how much,

enough for us to at least get

nomic impact.

James Farmer, we have lost

African Americans partic

the respect and reciprocity

Maybe we do not own

ipate in the tourism indus

we deserve from those who

try? Ever wondered, just a

which began the; Freedom

his life for his beliefs on

Rides in 1961. Three of the

many occasions. On one
such night, armed Louisia

na state troopers kicked

any hotels or convention

another warrior who served
fearlessly on the battlefield

students who. were the first
fatalities of the Mississippi

Freedom Summer in 1964

down doors and beat up

benefit from our patronage.

centers, but we do have

for justice. And it occurred

were CORE members.

blacks on the streets of

little, how much money we

"But nooo." Others will

caterers, florists, security

to me once again how

Yet his was a name that

Plaquemine, as they looked

spend traveling and attend

continue

our

firms, T-shirt vendors, pho

many leaders of the civil

ing events? There are .the

tourism dollars and return

tographers, book stores,

rights movement we really

many Americans never
knew. Sadly, many young

he got out was by a funeral

'biggies' like music and art

as few as possible as long

restaurants, beauty and bar

had, contrary to popular

festivals, expos and foot

as we allow them to. Sure

ber shops, boutiques, art

opinion and the. media ac

people today not only don't
know of him, but have

ball games, Then there are
the hundreds of religious

they will. Wouldn't you?

galleries, etc.

counts. Indeed, we are of

never heard of Roy Wilkins

ten asked today why we

or Whitney Young or Daisy

conferences, social func

we are unwilling to follow

We work, with our
member businesses to

hearse that carried him out
of town.

don't have 'a leader' in the

Bates or Fannie Lou Ha

He was jailed many

tions and just plain parties

Tony Brown's advice of 10
or 15 years ago and stop'

make sure they can deliver

contemporary civil rights

mer. Farmer was'appalled

what we promise. Business
capacity is most important;
Get involved with tour

to learn that in one survey
of young blacks, some did

times in protests across the
South. On August 28,1963.

convening for one year,

movement, when the reali
ty always was that we had

we. attend all- over this
country and abroad.

Black people spend bil

to

take

Since it's obvious that

here are some other things
we can do.

for Farmer. The only way

home director having him
play dead in the back of a

as M.L. King. Jr., was
delivering his
famous

leaders in the plural and to

not even know, who Martin

ism in your city and make it

day is no different.

a major part of your eco

other than our own. Before

businesses and organiza

tions that can take advan

cial Equality (CORE), was

slave, James Farmer was
the son of a minister/schol-

LA. and had to send his

you say. "We don't own any

nomic empowering stra
tegy. We travel all over the

James Farmer, former
head of the Congress of Ra

Luther King. Jr., was.
The grandson of a

speech. Jim Farmer was sit

form

hotels."

"We don't own

tage of the tremendous

country and stay in the fi

clearly one of them. Far

ar and a teacher and spent

"We will not stop until the

convention centers" or "We

opportunities in tourism.

nest hotels, eat and drink

mer. who was one of the

most of his youth in a pro

dogs stop biting us in the

don't control the conces

Via our- Black Chamber of

only the best and spend,

many civil rights leaders

tected black college envi

South and the rats stop bit

sions", let's look at ways

Commerce in Cincinnati;

spend, spend while we are

devoted to the strategy of

ronment. He went to the

we can benefit from the

we developed our own

there.

non-violence, was often on

Howard University School

ing us in the
Farmer wrote.

dollars earned from these

tourism division. Our gen

If we are going to con

the cutting edge of the

of Religion, but decided

He had been in failing

activities.

eral goal is to solicit con

tinue to go to someone

movement. It was to CORE

against becoming a Metho

health for many years, bat

else's party: let's make sure

that students from North

dist minister like his father,

tling a severe case of dia

the role we play in the

ventions, tourists and fami
ly reunions to our city.

we take home some real

Carolina turned after stag

because

betes.

tourism

When

More importantly, when

party favors. Tourism is a

ing the nation's first sit-ins

church in the South was

slay

they-come, we assure that

great place to start.

at

longer, spend more money

our black-owned business-

segregated.
James Farmer risked

lions on tourism, most of
which goes to businesses

We must understand

blacks

industry:

travel,

we

First,

we

can

a

Greensboro

lunch

counter, and it was CORE

the

Methodist

ting in jail in Plaquemine,

own speech via an aide.

North."

The world is a better
place because of James
Farmer. He will be missed.
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Do You Remember ’

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. — Bantu

HIRES HAIRSTYLING
3427 - 11th Avenue North

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
(60) NEEDED
If you have a good driving record, 5 years driving
experience, a CDL "B" license or permit w / endorsements
for "air brakes" and "passenger.’

St. Petersburg, FL 33713

♦

Outstanding Career Opportunities
Are Available For:

Telephone; 323-8649

CARPET SALE

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TO DAY, INSTALL TOMORROW

COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOP
PrcedSO®®

From

HEAVY
TEXTURE

$4 99

WEARDATED II
TEXTURE

$fi99
■ Mr
WF . .
TILE USSg CARPET
CARPET CERAMIC
Best Selection
SO. YD.

ggoSs

REMNANT
BLOWOUT

DURABLE
BERBERS

.5499

From

■

$399

Up to 40 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

TAMPA
5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

249-2088,

SO. YD.

Priced
From

■

SQ-

Stock

and Prices Anywhere

Priced
From

>g7C|^

SQ- FT-

so yd Buy

s799

SQ.YD.

Up to 80 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

ST. PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

S.W. CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52

ST. PETERSBURG 321;9590

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

PINELLAS COUNTY
SCHOOLS

For immediate consideration
Apply in person at:
Supporting Services Personnel
301 4th St., S.W., Largo
Monday - Thursday 9:00-3:00
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Exclusive IntervieW With Police Chief Goliath Davis

schools are predominantly

white institutions?

Davis: Yes.

responsible for the three patrol
districts, traffic section, special

Curtsinger, did you learn any-

tiring under him.
Davis: I got some insight

way, we can have a comprehensive drug treatment pro

ing what you read in the

gram, which can include the
families of the victims, as well.

negative word that I said about
the PBA. I always keep it on a
professional level.
Williams: I hear what you

Stephens, might be going to
greener pastures and the rumor

say, however, I have state

floating around is that you

might take his place as Chief

Williams: This is remark
able for a black person living

events, training, research,
records and communications.
My next assignment was in

in the south, during that period

December of 1990, when I

soon after you became chief,

of time. Now let us talk about

was promoted to Assistant
Chief of the Administrative

you became involved in the
‘Weed & Seed’ controversy

and employable citizens.
Wiliams: I fully agree that

Services Bureau.

your training and experience
as a police officer.
Davis: When I finished
Rollins College, I was looking

for a job that paid more than

peanuts. I went to see Hank
Ashwood, who worked for the
City of St. Petersburg. In

fighter. I wanted a position

paying at least $10,000 per
year. However, I settled for
$10,000 at that time. In 1976,1

became a certified police
instructor; and in 1979,1 was
assigned to the Innovative
Field and Evaluation Program.

Williams: If I recall, there

with tire sheriff and state attor

you are on the right track.

Williams: Were you a

ney. Could you shed some

police officer all of this time?
Davis: No. I did take a
leave of absence for a period of

light on this matter?
Davis: Bemie McCabe,

Davis: Well, two years ago
when I proposed this, some

guess you don’t want to go into
that.

elements wanted to run me out

time to fully prepare myself,

out publicly and opposed me
on it. The sheriff did. As I

of town on a rail. But, not
today. My vision is becoming

Davis: You are right, I
don’t want to get into that
Wiliams: Let’s go back to

a reality.

the issue of drugs in our com

educationally.

ed a division chief in May of

Curtsinger, and Mr. Stephens.
Williams:

You

never

Davis: No. He had already
left when I joined the force.

predecessors have the educa
tion and training that you

have?
had a master’s degree. Vines

been trying to deal with the
crime problem in a way not to
disrupt or exasperate a volatile

Davis: I don’t know. I
don’t have the roster or mem

We have made some inroads

as a Certified Police Officer /

the Lee family. But every time

in terms of stabilizing things. I

Fire Fighter. He was certified

Williams: What percent
age of the Officers Corp are

we corral one, there is another

only Fred, also Horace Nero,

as a police instructor in 1976,

one waiting in the wings to

Rogers, J. B. Lewis and Sam

don’t particularly like to per
sonalize things. I see it as a

African-Americans:

take their place. A real problem

team effort
Williams: What about
working in and with the white

ment’s innovative Field Train

community. Any crank calls?

included Patrol, Training, Vice

Davis: We just completed

is the demand for the drugs. If

Jones. I admire those black
officers who worked under a

a ‘strength report’ in August
which reflects that informa

the demand is there, which it

segregated system. They did

is, there will always, be some

some things that paved the

tion. I will provide you with a
copy for your information.

one who will try to fulfill the

way for other black officers,
including me. I am sure you

Wiliams: Sometime in the

Williams: With respect to
the chiefs you served under,

we also must focus on the back
end. In this connection, some

bers of the PBA:
Davis: Yes.

which one in your thinking

two years ago, I got beat up
about my position.

Williams: Our readers
need to know what is the PBA

sional. Stephens had a very

there was a lateral movement

vast knowledge of law
enforcement
Williams: What about

to Deputy Chief of the Patrol
Division. In that division'! was

are in the process of closing in
on a deal to get the TLC Nurs
ing Home on the comer of Dr.
M.L. King St and 18th Ave. S.
The state attorney and sheriff
are in agreement on this. In that

Your Store •

(727) 328-7768

5 lbs. GROUND BEEF
5 lbs. FRESH
NECK BONES
5 lbs. END CUT
PORK CHOPS
5 lbs. PIGS FEET
5 lbs. TURKEY NECKS
5 lbs. TURKEY WINGS
5 lbs. LEG QUARTERS
5 lbs. CHICKEN WINGS
GET FREE...

1 GALLON JUICE

ALLF0R $35.99

ALL ™

turkey

CHICKEN
DRUMSTICKS
BUY 5 lbs. for $5.99
Get 5 lbs. FREE

WINGS
BUY 5 lbs. for $4.99
Get 5 lbs. FREE

end CUT
PORK CHOPS
5 lbs. for $5.99

CENTER CUT
PORK CHOPS
5 lbs. for $8.99

COLLARD GREENS $2.50 per BUNCH or BAG

the drags into our country.

Davis: Well, drags are a
big industry. That’s why I am

bers. I try very hard not to per
sonalize issues or differences. I
realize I have to deal with them
and I try to do it in a profes
sional manner. Notwithstand

trying to work on the treatment
side, as well. If we cannot do
anything about the demand or
craving for drags, it will con
tinue to be a hard fight For

instance, if there was not a

look at tiie judicial system.
There was Judge White and
Judge Sanderlin, and attorneys
like yourself who would pull
people together to see that
things are made right Also,

Morris Wilson and Roy
Holmes. We need a lot more of
these types of persons. I look at
faces and I go back to my first
grade teacher, Helena Jenkins,
the Welches as well as others,
such as Ruby Wysinger. We

job; I figured that people
would believe what they are

told without looking at the
facts. On a number of occa
sions, I have visited churches
in the white community, on the

ing and Evaluation Program in

1979. His assignments have

and Narcotics, and Research
and Development. In May of
1980, he was appointed Divi
sion Chief and assigned to the
Training and Research Divi
sion where he managed a staff

responsible for the training,

northside, and I have been

research, and development

received cordially and very

needs of 600 departmental

well. People have come up to
me and said thanks for coming

employees. Chief Davis was
promoted to Deputy Chief in
August 1984, at which time he

and thanks for speaking.
Williams: Chief, I want to’
thank you on behalf of our
newspaper for agreeing to this
interview. Any.final observa
tions?

managed the Services Bureau
with the responsibility for bud
get, payroll, training, research,
communications and records.

Please see pg. 7

GO

3 lbs. SMOKED BACON
3 lbs. GROUND BEEF
3 lbs. CHICKEN
DRUMSTICKS
3 lbs. TURKEY WINGS
3 lbs. TURKEY NECKS
3 lbs. FRESH
NECK BONES
3 lbs. END CUT
PORK CHOPS
3 lbs. CHICKEN
GIZZARDS
3 lbs. PIGS FEET
3 lbs. CHICKEN LEG QTRS.
3 lbs. CHICKEN WINGS
GET FREE...
1 DOZEN EGGS

CHICKEN
WINGS
BUY 5 lbs. for $7.99
Get 5 lbs. FREE

airplanes and boats that bring

Davis: The PBA is a labor

FAMILY PLAN #2

CHICKEN LEG
QUARTERS
BUY 5 lbs. for $3.99
Get 5 lbs. FREE

tioned the fact that the average
or local dealers do not own the

remember when we couldn’t
get a black lieutenant. Then I

Davis: When I took this

and was assigned to the depart

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 8 AM-9 PM
Sunday 8 AM - 5 PM.

EBT MACHINE

SMART BUY PLAN #1

past, I did an article about the

union. I recognize their right to
exist and to lobby for its mem

Georgia Discount
Meat Market
3100 - 5 th Avenue South
St. Petersburg 33712

demand.

importation of drags. I men

and what does it stand for?

ation today?

Davis: Today, as we sit, we

inology at the University of
South Florida, St. Petersbuig.

Davis: Let me start first
with law enforcement. Not

degrees, I have the most.

Wiliams: What is the situ

Police Department. He is also
an Adjunct Professor of Crim

Agency in December of 1973

take his place. Also, there was

had become addicted to drugs.
In other words, treatment was

feel is your greatest achieve
ment since becoming chief?

$29.99
5 lbs. CHICKEN
LEGS
5 lbs. CHICKEN
WINGS
5 lbs. CHICKEN
DRUMSTICKS

FOR

HI,

and all of us working together.

PBA membership go?
Davis: Up to lieutenant

prits. Also, I was real con
cerned about the persons who

in moving forward.
Williams: What do you

Davis,

ers?

then there was Romeo ready to

with the drug pushers, rather
than going after the real cul

as we have, we still have a long
way to go. On the other hand,
we have made a lot of strides

Goliath J.

presently serves as Chief of
Police of the St Petersbuig

joined the City’s Public Safety

chain of command does the

root of the problem, we had
too many people involved

that

Davis: One thing is work

Well, we arrested Joe Bonamo,

problem and drugs were the

think

Chief Davis'
Biographical Sketch

ing with Mayor Fischer’s 2001

Wiliams: In terms of

enforcement on the front end,

arid records. In January, 1989,

the best police department in
the country. Let’s go back in

membership,- how far up the

Williams: I understand that
some black officers are mem

Lynn was also very profes

have work to do to make this

apparent if we were going to
do something about the crime

words, in addition to being

Davis: Three of them:
Vines was very professional.

few. It was the view that by

job where you are and you still

situation. It became very

a top priority for me. In other

chiefs position? I know, I am
putting you on the spot.

Williams: From my per
spective, you are doing a great

to

EXHIBIT ONE

Chief Davis was bom and
raised in St. Petersburg and he

had a master’s. Lynn had a

best prepared you for the

Davis: Ever since I can

help alleviate the situation.

bachelor’s degree. In terms of

for the budget, payroll, train
ing, research, communications

to do for the people of this city.

However, it is somewhat dis

history. What about role mod
els - you did mention Freddie
Crawford. What about teach

August of 1994.

entail?
Davis: I was responsible

up with charges, I take it as part
of the job that I am committed

leave my present position there are tilings I want to do as

remember, we have been try
ing to get to the big guys. That

arresting the big guy, it would

bership list.

the position of Deputy Chief in

the service bureau.
Williams: What did that

would be interested enough to

although we have come as far

Davis: Darryl Stephens

deputy chief?
Davis: I was in charge of

he leaves, when, and whether I

thought to that.

next assignment?

Williams: What were your

we go into the next century.

predicated on a lot of things - if

appointing

were several more, including
Mack Vines, Greenway,
Charles Gaines, Sam Lynn,

a personal note, this city is for

tunate to have you as chief as

about this critical problem.

is the supply side. As you
know, we have arrested quite a

itive direction.
Williams: Thanks, and on

to struggles.' When reverses
rear its head and people come

Chief. I haven’t given any

Davis: The first one was
Mr. Motgan. Over time, there

cohesive and united communi
ty. Things are moving in a pos

decision has been made. That

your thoughts and actions

was the first one that you
served under?

tions around the city that are
trying to bring about a more

‘We as black people are used

Wiliams: Let’s turn now

was to riot go into an area been a member?
Davis: No.
where it would require a large
Williams: What percent
police presence. The ‘weed’
component would require this. age of tire black officers are
Going back to 1989, I had members of the PBA?

Davis: Again, I am happy
about the various oiganiza-

Davis: I don’t think that

to the PBA. Have you ever

on the spot. Did any of your

duties and responsibilities as a

Davis: No disappoint
ments so far. People ask me
how do I do it, how do I keep
my head up? I said to them,

reflect back, there were philo

for training, research and
development of about 600

Davis: I was appointed to

about

when you first became chief.
Any problems or difficulties?

sophical differences. My aim

You

Williams: Let me put you

Williams: What was your

of Staff under Mayor Fischer.

those days.
Williams: What

served

Williams:

1980; where I was responsible

employees.

Williams: I understand that
your
predecessor,
Mr.

had real role models back in

under several different police
chiefs during this period. Who

served under Chief Smith?

Davis: Yes, I was appoint

the state attorney, never came

demand for your paper, you
would go out of business.

munity. Give us an insight as to

was a time when you became

a division chief.

A real component will be train
ing the users to become useful

ments to the effect that the
PBA is a racist organization. I

December of 1973,1 became a

certified police officer/fire

in what not to do.
Williams: Unfortunately,

media, you will never find one

$10

Homestvl

100% PURE FRESH
GROUND BEEF
5 lbs. $5.99

0

IS chedjt
Pay $75.00 Acquisition
Plus Sales Tax

Need A Car?
Can You Make
Payments?
You're Approved
24-Hour
Acquisition Line

U-DRIVE
1-888-908-5626 AUTO SALES
Free VISA Card
With Application

3063 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL
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Dark & Lovely Diva - Hair Colour Florida Native Wins Rolls Royce
With An Attitude------------------- -------KERNERSVILLE,- NC

- Vivian Mister, of Lake

SAVANNAH. GA - From
the trusted Dark & Lovely

said Shawn Tollerson, Dark &

name comes a new attitude
that is rocking the hair colour

of Marketing. “The packaging

land Florida drove away
the grateful new owner of a
luxurious blue and white

features

back

Rolls Royce after attending

industry! That attitude is Dark

grounds, the models are fea

& Lovely Diva!

tured in mid-length poses ver

Dudley’s Financial Succuss Symposium held in

Using the very latest in
hair-colour technology, the

sus the usual close-ups and we
are showcasing natural hair

July at the Koury Conven
tion Center - Holiday Inn

makers of Dark & Lovely

styles to include Iocs on pack

Four Seasons in Greens

products have discovered a

aging. We believe our new line

boro NC. Ms. Mister’s

remarkable balance that com
bines strength and beauty in

successfully captures the
essence of a Dark & Lovely

name was pulled from over

one product. That balance is
Systi-Shine and it can only be

‘Diva’ and we’re extremely

knew that one lucky person
would drive away with the

found in the recently launched

proud that the line was formu
lated by women of colour, for

Dark & Lovely Diva hair

women of colour - consumers

colour system.

found this very appealing,”

if they did not win, they
would leave knowing how

Lovely Diva’s Vice President

“Dark & Lovely Diva is a

multicolor

Tolleison adds.

true breakthough,” stated
Angela Ellington. director of

Tiie brilliance and benefits
of Dark & Lovely Diva are

300

entries.

Attendees

car, but they all knew that

to become financially suc
cessful so that they could

buy their own.

product development for Car-

clearly apparent whether you

The Financial Success

son/Johnson Products. “The

choose Midnight Rendezvous

Symposium was designed

secret is .Systi-Shine. This

or Diamond Glow! Initial test

to educate, inspire, moti

patent-pending hair colour
offers a unique combination of
special hair strengthened and

ing in the top 25 markets

vate and promote business

among women of colour who

entrepreneurship

are experienced hair colour

viable career alternative in

users (ages 18-34) showed the
Dark & Lovely Diva product

an ever-changing new mar

natural oils that penetrate the
hair shaft during the colouring
process while adding brilliant

women of colour! Those
incredibly talented women of

marketing team, Dark &
Lovely Diva proves to make

colour and luminous sheen.
Consumers will appreciate the

to right order on the slide

quite an impression - as all
‘Divas’ should!

difference!”

included with this kit are India

Almost as exciting as

colour, who are pictured in left

Ellington, who has been

Towns, Hair Colour Techni

with Carson for 13 years: is
thrilled with' Dark & Lovely

cian, Angela Ellington, Direc
tor of Product Development

Diva hot only for its incredible
results but also because this
project was proudly developed

and Laverne Alexander, Hair
Colour Chemist. With the
ingenuity of these thfee

by women of colour, for

women and the savvy of the

Medical miracles
start with research

what’s in the box is the box
itself. Dark & Lovely Diva is
available in eight “made you

look” shades with a different
box and stunningly diva model
for each colour. “Dark &
Lovely Diva defies tradition,”

American Heart
Association
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

was appealing and delivered
an attractive colour. Further
more, most respondents indi
cated that their hair felt softer,

dees learned how to create
opportunities and gain
financial self-sufficiency.

Overflow sessions were

smoother and moisturized
after using Dark & Lovely

taught by industry leaders

Diva.
Dark & Lovely Diva is

How to Master Your Cred
it, The Spirit of Life

and YOU and Maintaining

“We were excited to see

think I’ve invested in the

Your Professional Busi

cosmetology industry.” He

now available at national food,
drag and mass retailers.

Course, Taking Charge of

ness Image.

the people come to learn
how to run their business,

Your

their lives, and the steps to
financial independence.
The Rolls Royce was just a

people who now know

V

Dear Father,
You have
given so much;

who focused on topics like

Financial

Future,

The sympo
sium focused oh success

Business Technology for

and

the New Millennium and
Steps to Building Your
Successful Business. Other

independence.

obtaining

The

event

financial

was

the

topics included: Protecting

ley, Sr. President and CEO

way to get people to be
part of something. It does
n’t feel like, I’ve given

Your Success: Insurance

of Dudley Products, Inc.

away a Rolls Royce. I

brainchild of Joe L. Dud

adds, “There are so many

more about their business

and how to build their
business. It’s so important
for us, at Dudley Products,

to help people build their
business and grow.”

give one thing

"Many women do nobel things, but you Surpass them all." Charm is deceptive,
and beauty is fleeting; but a woman who fears the LORD is to be praised. Give

Bernadette Y. Conner Does
Book Signing At True Identity JL

her the reward she has earned, and let her works bring her praise at the city gate.'

Amen.

miss

Waverly

a

ketplace. In addition, atten

more - a
grateful heart.

.Don’t

as

reading this.

Publishing

from

Philadelphia is the publisher.

Books may still be purchased
at True Identity - some have

been pre-signed. Both soft and
hard cover copies are avail
able;
Bernadette,

her

sister

Blanche, and Jackie Thomas
from Arise and Renew Event
Planning were co-sponsors of
the St. Pete Tour, and were
invited to an author’s lunch by

Poynter Institute for Media
Studies where a question and
answer session ensued at Key

(Prov. 31:29-31)

0 IBlglBlBIgfBlglBlB01@l^lBlBl@lBlBIBlBIBlBlBlBJBlBI@J0
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Shear Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE
Extension Weaving and Braiding

!

328-7189
328-7289

1

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

I

1
!

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
- WALK-INS WELCOME -

1

AND

i

I

i
i

DESIGNER’S CHOICE FASHION BOUTIQUE, INC.
UNIQUE HATS & CLOTHING
CUSTOM DESIGN MONOGRAM HANKY
Mon. - Sat.
10am - 6pm

Ii
II

I1
I

5010 E. 7th Ave.

Tampa, FL 33619

(813) 247-5771

Linda Berry - Owner

West Cafe. Roy Peter Clark of

!

Poynter was host.
Bernadette Y. Conner

PETERSBURG -

into society with the help of a

Bernadette Y. Conner, noted

fabulous psychiatrist, Vivian, a

author of “Damaged,” a psy

very gifted Black doctor,....

chological thriller based on
Adrena. an abused teen who

was on hand at True Identity,
2826 54th Ave. S. (next to

then tries to-reintegrate back

Beall's) for book

ST.

(727) 419-1509

I
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"SISTERS TO SISTERS"
WOMEN’S PRAYER
MINISTRY, INC.

signing.

SHIRLEY'S BEAUTY
PALACE

TAKE A LOOK
Ancient Health Miracle for Modern Tiim.es
Simply NONI
* Sadie jMarie's
NONI Corner:
Testimonials from
people you may know —
From not being able to see due to
glaucoma. Pressure in the eyes down

in one week. From 16 to 7 and getting

soLaLizinq in tfts. (aks.il zdfaii
better every day. —

aniJVaiCCaxs fox

kfis (fnkixs ^Jamifu

1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-0679

SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owner
Call for Appointment * Walk-Ins Welcome
Hours of Operation:
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Closed Sunday

SIZZLING
STYLES

THE'
HOTTEST
LOOKS

MAKING
WAVES

Acts 1:8 But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and Ye
shall be witnesses unto Me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto
the uttermost part of the earth.

Friday, September 24,1999
Saturday, September 25,1999

4:00pm - 9:00pm
6:00am - 5:00pm

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: EVANGELIST CAROLYNN WALLACE
LAUDERHILLS, FL

Johnnie Mach

From a Size 16 dress size to a

Size 10 in one month. —

Hurry, Hurry

From stress to high energy,
Fluid from Lupus. —

D.O.

f 2 Yrs. of pain, going to pain therapy every day;
In 2 whs. pain free. — J.B.B.

ALSO: FEATURING':

MISSIONARY JACKIE HOPKINS .....WORKSHOP LEADER
MINISTER EARLENE McBRIDE....... WORKSHOP LEADER
REV. CONSTANCE SAMUELS ............WORKSHOP & PRAISE DIRECTOR

PLACE: PRESBYTERIAN TOWERS
430 BAY STREET NE
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
For more information contact:

Earlv Registration Encouraged!

Dr. Delceda Walker, Director (727) 864-4191
Ms. Jamie Wilburn (727) 321-7283

Chronic asthma, immediate relief. -

D. Walker

To Find Out How to Consume This Product for FREE, C ontact:

DISTRIBUTORS
Johnnie Mach - 896-7557 • Sadie Martin - 327-5008
Elaine Hopkins - 327-5992 • Veronica Allen - 327-8554
HSunqincj cflofie, cdlealth. & cfleafing to the ^Woifd
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Founder’s Day 1999 NCNW
Exclusive Interview With Police Chief
Dancing Into The New Millennium
with the most guest.
Refreshments
will
be
served and an opportunity

On January 23, 1989, he was
assigned to Deputy Chief of

the

Patrol

Division

with

responsibility for three Patrol
Districts. Traffic Section, Spe

Police on June 16,1997.
Chief Davis was graduated

information

cial Events, Crime Analysis

about NCNW membership
and programs will be avail

Section and Field Training

B.A. in Behavioral Science.

Unit. He was promoted to

able.
Mark

Assistant Chief of the Admin

He earned a Master’s Degree
in Criminal Justice at the Uni
versity of South Florida in

additional

you

calendar

istrative Services Bureau on

March of 1977, and a Doctor and in various volunteer
ate in Criminology from Flori capacities.
On January 28, 1999, the
da State University in 1984.

December 10, 1990. Chief
Davis was appointed Chief of

from Rollins College in Winter
Park, Florida, in 1973, with a

to fellowship and receive

From Page. 5

Chief Davis is also a 1993

University of Tampa, Center

graduate of Harvard Universi
ty's John F. Kennedy School

Davis with the prestigious

of Government.
Fifth Annual Tampa Bay
He is actively involved in Ethics Award.
community service and has
served on numerous boards

for Ethics, presented Chief

today to join the Fine
Ladies of NCNW for the

EXHIBIT TWO

grand celebration.
For additional informa

STRENGTH REPORT AS OF AVCVST, 1222
TOTAL SWORN AND CIVILIAN

tion contact Mary H.
Clowers, Chairman at 864-

Founders Day Committee:

M

F

6

'2

Blanch Gainey, Nathalie

ST. PETERSBURG -

Jewell Aires, Vera Noble

The St. Petersburg Metro

and Wauretta Guilford.

politan Section of NCNW

The Founder’s Day
Observance will be held on

CHIEF

dynamic leadership, cul
tural
and
educational

Rhonda Jackson, Mattie

ASSISTANT CHIEFS

Lorraine

of the Century, dedicated

1999 at 4:00 p.m. at the

to its six great presidents
who have lead the local

Enoch D. Davis Center,
111 1-18th Avenue South,

with joy, through singing,
dancing and poetry.

organization for the past 57

St. Petersburg, The pro

The Faynne A. Ponder

years: Faynne A. Ponder,
Juanita Johnson, O.B.
McLin, Willene Givens,

gram Will be filled with
excitement of endihg a
decide filled with faith,

20th Century award will be

is making final preparation

for its last,Founder’s Day

Sunday,

September

12,

Earl

Lennard

announced

recently that the Downtown

Partnership
Elementary
School, 419 E. Polk St.,

Annual Conference Awards
Luncheon on September 8th in

ship School and the Manhattan

Washington, DC.
The National Council for

were the District's two schools
of choice, created to benefit

Partnerships

children and workers in the

Public-Private

receive the Project Recogni

formation of public-private

James Shimbeig, Jr., Chair

tion Award from the National

partnerships at all levels of

of the Downtown Partnership

Council for Public-Private

government and promotes the

School Taskforce, said, "The

economic benefits of such col

enrollment has tripled this

laboration.

year, showing what an ameni
ty the school is for downtown
businesses and employees.")

Partnerships.

The school was Honored at

-the National Council's 13th

The Downtown Partner

428

F
140

35

52

13

ident.

TOTAL

61

16

jrj

10
10

1

303

37

355

46

THE &SST «F T«t PWlP

n’

«.EVE^KATioN!

Look For Special
Daily Prices

&EST ©F THE V/OKVC?

business districts.

advocates and facilitates the

M

0

10

POLICE OFFICERS

Westshore Alliance School

Tampa, has been selected to

F

2

SERGEANTS

Fra sh,Fa st n* Frl e n dlyA

TAMPA - Superintendent

M

LIEUTENANTS

ford, Immediate Past Pres

Downtown Partnership
Elementary School
Receives Award-------------------

F
4

MAJORS

Jayda

Rainey and Wauretta Guil

given to the NCNW sister

M
12

F
59

WHITE

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

Spencer, Betty Hayward,
Brown,

M
7.1

INDIAN

SWORN PERSONNEL

Patterson,
Dianne
Speights, Evelyn Fletcher,

enhancement.
Don’t miss this occa
sion as program partici
pants will" fill your hearts

HISPANIC

BLACK

ASIAN

3568 or any member of the

LADIES’, MEN’S, CHILDREN’S

iw .*4 BB»

J

Welch’s
Seedless Grapes

Chuck of
Shoulder Roast

Surf
Detergent

SAVE >1.00 lb.
White, Red or Black

SAVE $1.30 lb.
Boneless

SAVE $1.00 ea., 83-100 oz.
Regular or W/Bleach, Limit 2

r

Without PCC Card $4.99 ea.

SS&S” 2”

Wed., Sept 8th Only
With PCC Card

Thors., Sept 9th

Friday Sept 10th

Only

Only

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

RIB MASTER

SPOTLITES

j 1100 - 16th Street South

822-8700

1 536 - 1 6th Street So.

Drive-Thru • Carry Out
"Bar-B-Q-ing Is Our
Business"

hour^
Every Friday 5-8 p.m.

896 - 1066

Chappy

RED'S
SNAKSHAK

HOLMES PARAGON SERVICES
1605 - 18th Avenue South

8 Pock

Wui

1701 - 16th Street South

896-6789

Fine Food • Quick Service • Low Prices

Car Wash & Western Union

Open 10 30 a.m,'tit 3 a.m

Park FREE and Get Your Car
Washed & Waxed for $24.95

“Home of the Big Red Burger and the Best
Tasting, Cheapest Chicken in Toum"

$ Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift Ideas
Grocery Stores
Cas Stations
& Much, Much More

CONNIE’S
BAR-B-QUE
1795 - 16th Street South

894-3258

Take-Out Only

Coke
Products

Bounty

Juicy
Juice

SAVE 40<t ea.,64 oz.
Assorted Varieties, Limit 4

2 Liter Bottle
Select Varieties

.

ea.
Limit 4

3 BROTHERS
GROCERY & DELI

ea.

Breakfast To Go

1040 - l6tk Street South

1600 - 18th Avenue South

WELCH ACCOUNTING
and TAX SERVICE

Shop With The Fastest
Growing Business District Hi
-Town -

Home - 864-9720

99

Without PGC Card Regular Retail

Limit |

ea.

Meats and Groceries

Bookkeeping Systems
1601 - 16th St: S. • 894-0511 - 623-7910
KENNETH WELCH, Accountant, MBA

SAVE $3.06 On 3,15 oz.
Limit 8

89
Without PCC Card $2.2? ea. Without PCC Card $6.99 ea.

Computerized Accounting &

Kellogg’s
Frosted Flakes

\

16TH STREET
BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION

Sat, Sept 11th Only
With PCC Card

Sun.,Sept 12th Only
With PCC Card

Hon., Sept 13th Only
With PCC Card

Hove you signed up for tho dub?
The Kaah n' Karry Preferred Customer
Club is absolutely FREE and rewards you by giving
you siring* on hundreds of Items and so much mare.

Prices Effective
Sept.‘99
"Wt r*Nm At rifkd H farit

llfe.ll

w T F $ s M T
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
mmI twrud typufnftfcd wd pkuHfnfik
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Fresh, Fast if Friendly...

^y North Central Florida
Herbert H. Wright
Community Service Awards

Motivational Speaker
Creates A New Campaign To
Combat Classroom Crises

Ocala
News

dence, motivating youth to
reach their full potential.

“They are going to set the

by James Thorpe

atmosphere in their school,”
Fairest adds. He believes posi

tive re-enforcemenL a sense of
Deacons and Deaconess
es’ 17th Anniversary Obser
vance: On Sunday, SepL 19th

met at fee Christian Education
Center, Aug. 9-13fe. Modera

hope and discipline deters

tor Rev. Dr. Fred Maeweathers

at 4pm, you are invited to

stated feat this session was fee

lence.
Youth on the Move was

attend Greater Hopewell Bap

tist Church’s Deacons and

most spirit-filled, best attended
and the most financially suc

Fairest has written a book,

Deaconesses’ 17th Anniver

cessful session ever! We'can

‘Yes, You Can Win’ and

say wife conviction, “did not
our hearts bum within” as we
listened to fee various messen

Circle’ (InSync Music/Dia-

gers expound on the theme. All
of this was possible because of

packed wife instinctive raps

Zephyrhills, FL. He is a grad

hard work arid dedication of

Rev. Eddie Nunn, Pastor of

Hugh B. Price and Helen Love.

Macedonia Baptist Church,

integrated workforce at fee

uate of Howard Academy
High School ‘Gass of 1950’.

behalf of the National Urban

bert H. Wright, who personi
fied that quality. Wright, a pio

company, as well as encourag

We are expecting to see you all

League, the Business Policy

neer in corporate America, was

ing fee aspirations of fee

committed to the AfricanAmerican community and the

African-American community
at large. Philip Morris' activi

at Greater Hopewell Baptist
Church, where Rev. G. W. Lee

our president, Mrs. Erma D.
Rush. She’s an inspiration and
a jo/ to work wife!

advancement of its young

ties in these areas were met

is Pastor.
Happy Birthday wishes to

Journey to McKenzie, TN:
On Friday, SepL 3rd, Abraham

business professionals.

wife overwhelming criticism

Mrs. Lola Hopkins!

and Dorothy Shelton, Wanda
Shelton, Marguerite, Jeremy,

HOUSTON, TX - On

Review Council (BPRC) pre

sented the Herbert H. Wright
Community Service Award to
George Knox, Vice President

of Philip Morris Companies

The

Business

Policy

by southern segregationists in

Inc., and Roy Levy Williams,

Review Council is an organi

fee 1950s.

Senior Manager of Communi

zation of corporate relations

George Knox, a 22-year
employee of Philip Morris

ty Relations, DaimleiChiysler
Corporation, at a breakfast

executives from Fortune 500

League Convention in Hous

companies whose responsibili
ties include keeping the
African-American agenda in

ton.

the forefront of their everyday

during the National Urban

The award was created by
die National Urban League

work.

and is presented by the NUL in

Herb Wright joined Philip
Moms' sales force in 1945,

partnership with the BPRC.

and for fee next 30 years

The National Urban League

served in many capacities, fee
last as Executive Director of

created the award as a way to

recognize the encourage
exemplary community service

and was named for former
Philip Morris executive, Her-

Urban Affairs. During his
career, Herb Wright was
instrumental in involving
Philip Morris in supporting an

meeting at fee Lillian Bryant

Companies, Inc., is Chairman

Recreation Center on Tuesday,
SepL 14th at 3pm. We are ask

Julius
Hodges,
Richard'
Howard and Brittany Jackson

of fee Board of Trustees of fee

ing all members to be present

all journeyed to McKenzie,

Studio Museum in Harlem

Queen Victory Lodge #50

TN to visit Kynnis Shelton

and a Director of fee Southern
Center for international Stud

will hold their monthly meet

(Wanda’s son) and Richard

ing Tuesday, SepL 14th, 8pm

ies, fee American Ballet The

at the R. R. Bailey Lodge Hall.
If ypu are unable to attend,

Sept 4fe was the season open

please call Worshipfull Master

er for fee Bethel Wildcats.

James Thorpe at 352-629-

Kynnis and Richard, both

Roy Levy Williams has

cut a check to the owner of a
23-acre piece of property near

Wakulla Springs. The action

culminates a five-year series of
legal battles that involved the

Florida Wildlife Federation
and Florida Attorney General

Bob Butterworth vs. Ken Kir-

ton, a Wakulla County devel
oper and land speculator, to
protect Wakulla Springs.
The 5-acre, 100-foot-plusdeep spring, which is the head

Missionary and Educational

which fee Federation arid fee
State felt were illegal. He sub

linked to fee springs through a

Convention, Auxiliary to fee

massive underground river.

2nd Bethlehem Baptist Assoc.

mitted development proposals
for fee property including

The Federation also feared
that fee petroleum and other

numerous requests to build an
RV park and a store wife gaso
line pumps on fee agricultural
ly-zoned property. The Federa
tion .and fee State were suc
cessful in prevailing in various

pollutants would threaten fee

The
Quitter

legal battles over this matter.

boats and observe fee bounti
ful wildlife that depends on fee

ter, unfortunately his ways are

springs and fee river it forms.

contrary, his ambition, a quit
ter!

crystal clear waters of fee

springs. More than 200,000

people visit Wakulla Springs
State Park each year to swim
in its waters, ride glass-bottom

waters of the Wakulla River, is

In each case, fee Federa
tion was able to turn back fee

the largest in Florida and one

threat

of the largest in the world and

The Florida Wildlife Fed
eration, fee Florida Depart

Although a final and exact
purchase price has still to be
negotiated, fee state's action

ment of Environmental Pro

ensures that fee property will

tection arid Atty. General Bob
Butterworth were concerned

come into State ownership and

feat commercial development'
of fee property would threaten
one of fee- world's largest and

protection to fee springs.

is located 14 miles south of

Tallahassee in Wakulla Coun
ty. Once’ visited by Ponce De
Leon, and the setting for a

Johnny Weismuller Tarzan'
movie, the spring has great his

torical and natural resource

will forever serve as a buffer of

Lake County To
Host Black Bear
F estival---- ------

LAKE COUNTY - Lake
County will host the Florida
Black Bear Festival in Umatil

la, FL, where attendees can
view a live Florida bear.

The festival will be held on

chelle and the Rodeo Drive

Saturday, October 2nd, from

and Cole Sevars will perform

9am to 6pm, and fee cost is

live country music in the after

free to fee public.
The festival also will fea

Come and join Jim
Fowler, a naturalist who has

ture

presented information about
wildlife and wilderness to the

noon.
Sponsors of fee Black

53rd Session of fee Woman’s

by Minister Robin Williams

His reasons confusing, nil;
his words all crossed and bit

His duty is always unful
filled, scores of doubt subdues;
and fee echoes of his crossed
mind offer him nothing but
boos!

Little drive he has ever
had, his urge to dominate has
carried him a little too far, and
now he can’t compensate!

He spoils his chances com
pletely, he sees them pass him
by; a mouth full of chaotic
chatter; he gives up after fee

first try!

He overestimates his abili
ty, arid when he can’t uphold,
his loud cry is of unfairness to

He thinks feat he is greaL
before he’d even try; so when
his high thoughts fail him, he

covers up wife a lie!
His reasons confusing, nil,
his words all crossed and bit
ter; unfortunately his ways are*

Bear Festival include Defend

including making bear masks,

ers of Wildlife, The Florida

finger puppets, action figures

Game and Fresh Water Fish

Commission, U.S. Forest Ser

American public on television
for more than 30 years and

and photo frames, as well as an
'Umbrella Species' concept

mobile showing why saving

and fee City of Umatilla.

hosted Mutual of Omaha's
Wild Kingdom. Fowler and

da native plants arid animals.

about the Florida Black Bear

DEADLINE

his black bear friend are

Bear-oriented vendors, food

Festival, call (352) 735-3562.

attending the festival to answer
questions about black bears

and local artisans will be on

IS

and bears of the world.

fee black bear also saves Flori

hand during fee festival.
In addition, Margo Ro-

vice, Ocala National Forest

For

more

information

so people are starting to give
kids attention before its too

their schools.

vival seriously. Fairest runs fee

“Everybody needs that

Tampa-based Youth, on fee
Move non-profit and knows

extra motivation to go a step
further,” Fairest says. “Every

way to school each day, but his

month, seven times a year,

parents taught him to resist the

wife an emphasis on building

temptations of their environ
ment. Now, Fairest seeks to
help this generation resist the

leadership skills, character
development arid career plan

negative pressures they face.

ning. It’s an intense program
designed to enhance student

He does 250 public school per

academics and self-confi

late. They are starving. They
lack motivation. There’s only

one Diary Queen in some

contrary, his ambition, a quit
ter!

of

these small cities I go to.
There’s nothing to do but
smoke and drink The kids kill
each other because they’re
frustrated and there’s nothing

else to do. I go to a lot of places
where others won’t go because

there’s no money there. It’s
good to go to fee big concert
halls, but everybody’s not

going to go there to hear what
you have to say. I’m going to
fee places feat can’t afford to
get fee big-name celebrities.”.
To join Project 2000, call 800225-9442.

BIG MIDGET
" Your One Stop Shop For Food & Fun "
Specials On: Meats, Sodas, Cigarettes &
^ce Cream-Produce
Gladly Cash Checks - Food Stamps Accepted

Short Of Cash - Use Our ATM
WIN BIG "We Sell Lotto Tickets"

We Accept EBT
Try Our Tasty Cold Cuts
Need Milk?
How About Very Cold Beer,
Get Them Here!

try and satisfy his soul!

activities,

children's

school and their personal sur

lum. Youth meet once a

guys played excellent in fee
game.

most beautiful springs. Recent

inspiring at-risk youth to take

mentor their classmates and
become positive leaders in

dope pushers and pimps on fee

3pm, Pastor George W. Lee
and the Greater Hopewell
family will be in service, wife
Greater New Bethel Baptist
Church, Ocala. Elder Dennis

other. They are out of control

Project 2000 to train 2,000

at Bethel College. Saturday,

also serves as Chairman of fee

studies by cave divers have
shown that fee property is

youth around fee country to

some dirt to grow.” Project
2000 is a motivational curricu

played defensive comer backs.

more than five1 years, fee
landowner sought rezonings

growing classroom violence.
Motivational speaker Fairest

Jones, son of Cheryl Hawkins

Although they didn’t win, both

value tot he people of Florida

officials trying to combat

tal sex, suicide, drug abuse and
violence. Fairest has created

Hill has spent the last decade

did. Now kids are killing each

confronts kids about pre-mari-

flower has to push through

On Sunday, SepL 12th at

Women’s Missionary and
Educational Convention An
Overwhelming Success! The

fee books for public school

formances a year where he

about inspiration^ He was

2948:

Hagins, Pastor

and anecdotes meant to
encourage good behavior.
“Churches used to say, ‘we’ll
get to fee kids’ but they never

Fairest Hill

WASHINGTON, DC It’s back to school and back to

reared near Detroit’s notorious
Brewster Projects. He passed

been: with DaimleiChiysler
Corporation since 1984 and
Michigan State Housing
Development Authority.

rriante Music Group), which is

fee dynamic leadership, fee

and Joya Vickers, LaTanya
Matthews, Rakecia McCoy,

Wakulla Springs Protection
Effort------- -----------------TALLAHASSEE - On
July 20th, the State of Florida

The Golden Age Citizens
Club will hold their monthly,

ater and fee Franklin &
Eleanor Roosevelt Institute.

founded in 1986. Since then.

released the hit album, ‘Full

sary Observance Program.
Speaker for fee occasion is

L-R: Carolyn Odom Steele, Tina Walls, George Knox, Roy Levy Williams,

youth from apathy and vio

Monday - Wednesday 8:00 am - 8:30jnn
Thursday - Saturday 8:00 am - 9:00 pm

n
II

Sunday 8:00 am - 8:00 pm

1107 N.W. 10th Street Ocala, Flori

NEWS

Phone: (352) 629 - 4837

4 PM
MONDAY

1
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North Central Florida
Comtel Foundation Awards
Newark Minority Students
With Scholarships

r

New
Device
Prevents
Injuries

• Geoconda Idrovo, Essex
County Technical and Voca

tional High School
• Wilson Rodriguez, Our

bye

Florence Williams Ray

Lady of Good Counsel High

School
As part of Comtel's initia

tive to raise minority participa

Geoconda Idrovo, Edmund Hibbert

and Joseph Hendrick.

NEWARK, NJ - Five
Newark-area high school stu

dents were named 'Comtel
Scholars' recently, receiving

poration. The five 'Comtel
Scholars' were honored at a

dinner at Prudential's Corpo

four-year scholarships to New

rate Headquarters in Newark,
NJ.

Jersey Institute of Technology

The five Comtel Scholars'

(NJIT). This marks the first

are:

scholarships made by the
Comtel Foundation, the phil

• Khalid Abdullah, East
Orange High School

anthropic branch of Comtel
Secure Fiber Telecommunica

• Joseph Hendrick, Mont
clair High School

minority-owned

• Edmund Hibbert, Orange

tions,

a

Newark-based high-tech cor

High School

GAINESVILLE - A pic
ture may be worth more than a
thousand words.

;

University of Florida spe

cialists are using a new system
that uses digital cameras and
the World Wide Web to' send

photographs of insects and dis
eased plants from the field to
the lab for rapid diagnosis arid
identification.

Researchers,

Unable to find an answer
in any of Florida’s poisonous
plant guides, Halsey snapped
some digital photos of the
plant, loaded them onto his
computer, and e-mailed them

designed for people still in

any child enrolled at fee school

school, career-changers, and

for a minimal fee.

prevent soreness, redness and

tial Foundation grant. More
over, Prudential has provided
Comtel with a $10 million

for people considering retire
ment career options.

The Extended Day staff,

carpet bums. It will help keep

along wife other child care

babies happier and healthier,

and it will give parents peace

County Schools and local

that has enabled this growing

career developmenL become

high-tech company to move its

more aware of community

community agencies, plan and
provide , for a wide range of

of mind
This original idea is now
being made ava.'r.ble for

headquarters to Newark.
Comtel Secure Fiber

resources available for career
library resources for occupa

positioned to become a leader
in the Information Security

market trends.
If you are interested in
attending, please contact fee

‘We’re working on train
ing county faculty in fee basics
of plant pathogens and insect

are testing fee next phase offee

project, which will equip

around time was reduced from

county agents wife digital

Until now, reliable'diagnosis
meant mailing plant material

a matter of days to a matter of

stereoscopes and microscopes

minutes.”
Halsey

to produce more accurate,
detailed images for diagnosis.

DDIS also is a perfect example

send and store images over email,” said Fletcher. “The

TjlfiiBlBJBlBlBlBlBlBiBlBlBl B

REWARD!
For any information

leading to the person

residents.
“While many projects are
initiated by software develop
ers, this one was initiated by

county extension agents who
came to us with what they

needed,” said Xin.
In fact, the development of
the DDIS started with a
strange plant in a Monticello

homeowner’s backyard;
When Pat-Murphy had an

allergic reaction to some vines

he was trimming, he called
Jefferson County Extension
Director Larry Halsey to veri

ty they were indeed what was
causing him to swell up.

ilies in Marion County.
Morning care is provided

library at 629-8551 to register

from 6:30am to the beginning

or stop by fee information desk

of school arid afternoon hours
begin at school dismissal Slid

next time you visit fee library.
Volunteers Needed For

Annual Read-In: Altrusa
International of Ocala is seek

ing people to read to elemen
tary school students for its
annual Altrusa Read-In for Lit

end at 6pm. Extended Day is
available on every day of the
school year. Registration
forms are available from
Extended Day site managers at

all participating schools;
Happy Birthday Greet

eracy.
The event is scheduled for
ings: Happy birthday greetings
Sept. 16th from 9-lOam.
- go out to Elton Bellamy, SepL
According to Altrusa liter
2nd; Maxine Gaynes, Sept.
3rd; Tracy O. Blocker, SepL
acy chairperson Sarah Ritterhoff Williams, fee Read-In will
5th; and Edna English, SepL
let students know how impor
-7th.

gest improvements in growing
practices.
In recently

completed

da's orange and grapefruit

tests, a group of growers used

infant products ;nd irtry. Mrs.

groves.
The software, being devel

the software to fight a fungal
disease feat discolors orange

Kamilovic is hoping to have

oped jointly by the University

and grapefruit peels. Stopping

Infant Crawler Knee Pads
in full production and available

of Honda's Institute of Food

fee fungus pays off because

and Agricultural Sciences and

unblemished fruit that's sold

to fee public within fee very
near future.

fee citrus industry, will be

fresh fetches a higher price

available on fee Internet and

than fruit that's made intojuice.

compact disk in about a year,
hi field tests, it already is sav

Without the software, growers
would have had only a general

ing money in controlling a fun

idea about how to apply the

gus that blemishes fruiL
Small economic changes
can pay off big for citrus grow
ers. To use fee software; a
grower simply enters informa
tion such as the type of fruit
being grown, weather arid soil
conditions. The program then
compares that information
against a database and gener
ates charts and graphs that sug

new research.
The final software package

interested in new product
development, especially in fee

fee

Additional

information

about fee Infant Crawler Knee
Pads can be obtained by con
tacting fee Publicity/Press

Department of Invention Tech
nologies, Inc. at (800) 940-

'9020, ext. 85.

ALL ARTICLES

SUBMITTED, MUST

BE TYPEWRITTEN,
OR
NEATLY PRINTED

will use information from
satellite photos showing varia
tions in soil conditions within
groves. It also gives growers
safety tips on hazards in the cit

rus industry.
Researchers and growers
will constantly improve the
software.

$15,000 REWARD
■ HOMICIDE
» JB CALL 732-914 4

Who says you can’t
be all things to all people?

or persons responsible
for vandalizing the

Weekly Challenger
. • newspaper boxes.

Call 896-2922 wife

any information.

jejigiaBlBlBIBiaBlBMEU

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

of university research respond

ing to the concerns of Florida

inexpensive child care for fam

computer software is squeez
ing more profits out of Flori

Rosa Adams, 873-1002.

rently, agents in ten counties

Halsey. “In this case, the turn

developer Jiannong Xin, the

accessible, reliable, developmentally appropriate, and

licensing to manufacturers

GAINESVILLE - New

To purchase tickets for the
banquet or an ad for the sou

The DDIS is now avail

mal physiological disorders'.

time and memory it takes to

tional information and labor

activities for all participants.
It is their goal to provide

Ramah Baptist Church of

wealth of knowledge that can

cies throughout Florida. Cur

convert the e-mail project
because of the large amount of

exploration, and learn about

Telecommunications is a
Newark-based firm that is well

back on a sample that’s been
mailed out for diagnosis,” said

sands of dollars.”
According to UF software

the Infant Crawler Knee Pads

professionals from Marion

two days to get a response

diseases can cost tens of thou

tary schools. Ft. McCoy,

Participants will gain
insight about their stage in

nostics and Identification Sys

commercial growers, where

provides before arid after

Prudential Social Investment

developed the Distance Diag

Web.
“We decided we needed to

Software Brings
UF Citrus
Expertise To
Desktops

when her first child began
crawling. This product will

able at extension office agen

homeowners all the way to

of Belleview, Florida was
inspired to develop fee idea for

ering, this general workshop is

and Agricultural Sciences

would, be to move it to the

First Lady of Ramah, Sis.

business incubator which has
received a $350,000 Pruden

onto something.
“Ordinarily, it takes at least

way of developing the system

Ocala Inn located at 3600 S W
36th Ave., Ocala, at 7pm on

Howard Middle and Hillcrest.
Extended Day is available to

Perkins, Halsey knew he was

ease diagnosis. Eventually,
they realized a more effective

injuries just get worse.
Inventor Zella Kamilovic

options, and information-gafe-

ers with UFs Institute of Food

other,’' said Fedro Zazueta,
director of information tech
nologies for UF. “The benefits
will reach from consumers and

The Extended Day Program

ter for Entrepreneurs at NJIT, a

eventually be used to diagnose
a problem on-site.”

zero aft the time needed to
communicate with each

Erma Bailey, 347-5187; or the

housed in the Prudential Cen

cation back from botanist Kent

Fletcher began snapping and

affair will be held at fee Hilton-

school child care at all elemen

archive will give them a

e-mailing digital images on a
regular basis hoping to build a
system for distance plant dis

they start trying to stand up, fee

nection. Focusing on selfassessmenb exploration of

mologist Dick Sprenkle. “The

doing is crunching down to

Extended Day Program:

is

When, only 40 minutes
later, he got a positive identifi

Madison

ner Banquet to honor area
senior citizens. This lavish

tunities at Comtel.
Currently, Comtel

identification,” said UF ento

arid

causing bumps and bruises on
their tender knees. And when

venir bookleL please contact
Banquet Chairperson, Sis.
Faye Gordon, 687-8653; Sis.

NJIT, there will be job oppor

Museum of Natural History.

County extension agent Jim

ing to crawl can be dangerous,

call 694-6452.

as attachments to specialists in
the herbarium at UF’s Florida

costly delays.
“Basically, what we’re

Belleview, Florida will spon

sor a Senior Testimonial Din

poses a hazard for (hem. Even

3pm.
The event is sponsored by
fee One-Stop Employer Con

extension

to UF labs, which often caused

something as' natural as learn

Saturday, SepL 18th, from 1-

agents and software develop

tem, or DDIS, to speed up
identification of plant and ani

ers.

by fee Ocala Public Library

Web-based DDIS program
compresses the images even
further than e-mail and sends
them in about half the time.”

Saturday, Sept. life.

career exploration workshop is

will be offered summer intern
ships at the company. Upon

Digital Plant Doctor
Diagnoses Plant
Problems------------- —

BANQUET:

By Ocala Public Library: A

careers, the 'Comtel Scholars'

Industry for the coming mil
lennium.

DINNER

tant reading is and encourages
children to become good read

Free Workshop Offered

People interested in volun
teering for fee Read-In should

successful graduation from

L-R: Wilson Rodriguez, Khalid Abdullah,

CORAL GABLES, FL Parents cannot help but feel
protective of their babies, but it

being offered, free of charge,

in

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

seems feat almost everything

high-technology

tion

£

THE CITY OF GAINESVILLE
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

Resp. inspection work enforcing compliance with City Codes
and Ordinances pertaining to zoning, housing, lot clearance, junk
vehicles, and related codes and ordinances. Grad, from HS or
possession of an acceptable cquiv. diploma, and 3 yrs. exp. in
work involving public contact, or any cquiv. combination of
trainihs. and exp. which provides the rcq. knowledge, ability and
skills. Position requires knowledge of. bldg., zoning, junk vehi
cles. tree protection City ordinances. City geography. Exp. readins: and interpreting plan specs and blue prints accurately and to
compare them with construction in process rcq. Housing constr.
background and knowledge in housing rehab and related code
work is pref. Ability to communicate effect., both orally and in
writing. Ability to enforce ordinances and other regulations with
firmness, tack..and impartiality. Valid FL Driver's License with
good driving record req. Work may require performance of tasks
outdoors under varying climatic conditions. Testing dates io be
announced. REQ. #<3260-99-02. Salary Range: $28,148 36.933- CLOSING DATE: 9/19/99. Please call (352) 334-5077
for more. info. App. must include SS#. EO/AA/Vcis pref.
Applicants subj. to disclosure per FL Public Records Law.

Silver Service

BankersDozen

♦ FREE to anyone 50 and over
♦ No charge for regular checks
♦ Discounts on travel, dining, and safe
deposit box services

♦ 13 great benefits for one, low,
flat monthly fee
♦ No minimum balance
♦ No charge for regular checks

Maximum Advantage

JustChecking

♦ One detailed monthly statement
♦ Pays you interest*
♦ No charge for checks, PC banking,
and more

♦ Only 99 cents a month
♦ For anyone 25 and under
♦ No minimum balance

Checking That Works The Way You Live.
Everyone is at a different stage in life. Shouldn't there be checking accounts for every stage? We think so. That's why we offer such a wide variety of
accounts. And why we carefully design each one to include the kind of features and benefits that will help you get the most out of your checking. Just

take a look at what we have to offer. You'll see what we mean, Checking at SouthTrust. We have an account for every stage of life.

To open an account:
l-800-.CALL-STB( 1-800-225-5782),
7.
www.southtrust.com

Come by any of our convenient offices during regular business hours, or call
Monday through Friday. 6 am to 6 pm CST or am to 7 pm EST. Saturday. 7 am to 2 pm CST or 8 am to 3 pm EST.

SouthTrustBank

You're Not Just Another Customer. We're Not Just Another Bank.
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Home Improvement Warehouse
CATALINA'

was:

bow:

was:

6 Light
Chandelier With Downlight
•Bright brass finish •Clear, curved, beveled
glass panels
x 14Z"H •24" chain #45240

now:
2 Light Ceiling Fixture
•Brass finish ’Frosted pressed
glass swirl shade •Flushmount
•13“ diameter #51048

wos:

wos:

Holmes

now:

now:

1 Light Crystal &
Gold Plated Wall Fixture

3 Light

•24% crystal glass shade ’6"W
x9%"H #64994

Bronze Chandelier
•Painted scavo glass shade *30%'' W x 28/" H
•48" chain 'Uses eight 60 watt bulbs *1 year
warranty #65966

was:

LIGHTS
LOW!

was:
now:
Wooden Topiari
Tower Table Lamp
•Hand painted wood with
potted topiari design
finish *Hand painted
metal shade #45102

•Antique pewter finish •Alabaster
glass shade •llfc" W x 6"H #42926

was:

now:
1 Light Round
Ceiling Fixture
•Antique brass finish •Frosted
glass shade with grape pattern
•7Z”diameter #77394

was:

was:

now:

now:

was:

Dragonfly
Accent Lamp

Captured Glass
Accent Lamp

•Antique bronze finish ’Amber glass
shade •Dragonfly base •15" H x 11%”
Dia. x12’A"D #20200

•Off white paper shade
•15JS“H ‘Uses one 60 watt
bulb #10051,3

on any
Lighting Fixture

Bulbs Sold Separately
Unless Otherwise Noted

was:

was:
3 Light Brass Vanity Light
•Polished brass finish •Clear ribbed glass *Uses
60 watt medium base bulbs max. #Tlb&l

5 Light

1 Light Captured
Glass Ceiling Fixture

Prices Slashed
on Hundreds of
Lighting Items!

Available in Satin Brass or
Satin Chrome Finish

4 Light

now:

now:

477888

was: $32.27

now: $28.97

477889

was: $39.54

inow; $35.66

now:

now:
71” Torchiere
With Reading Light
•Chrome and brass finish ^Master glofv security/
night light included •Reading lamp rated for 60
watt bulb #72618

Solid Brass
Outdoor Wall Lantern
With Photocell Sensor
•Clear, curved beveled glass panels
•15’/."H x 64" 473378

W

LOWES OF OCALA
3535 S.W. 36th Ave.
237-7600
10%lowPn<eG«araitee
*K pa kaffM to Motown

price we'll inatch it, PLUS take
off h additional 10%!

Mon-Thur & Sat: 7:00 - 9:00pm

Fri: 7:00am - 10:00pm Sun: 8:30am - 7:00pm

WWW.
[LOWES.]
com
Visit Our Website!
Ow nranhnMMf webiiH is i jrNt smtii fw
bouts tips, NAS(AI Mn, Ian oid garfa
MuNAaerel

■We guarantee our everyday competitwe pnees if you find a tower everyday or adverVsed pnee on an identical stock item at any local retail competitor that has the item in stock, well beat their price by 1OX when you buy from us. Just bring us the competitors current ad. or we’ll call to verify the item's pnee that you ha»e found Cash/char^e card and carry
purchases only. Competitors closeout, special order. discontinued, clearance, liquidation and damaged items are excluded from this offer. Limited to reasonable quantities for homeowner and one-house order quantities for cash and carry contractors. Current in-store pnee. if tower, overrides Lowe's advert.sed pwee Pnee guarantee honored at an towe's retail
locations. Labor charges for product installation are excluded from our price guarantee offer in our stores with an Installed 5ales Program. Visit store for complete details Pnees may vary after September 23.1999. if there are market variations See store for detaUs regarding product warrantees We reserve the r\$ht to limit quant-Ves
•'Professional installation through licensed subcontractors Lowe’s contractor license numbers: CT#HlCOO55dl62, FL#CRC05746d; IL Plumber <056-100140, MDfMHIC 50931. TNSH13C70 and 16066: Ml aCR92l02-i44445, Lowe's Home Centers. Inc., 6122 *0* Drwe North, Settle Creek Ml 49014
♦Lowe's* Home Canters, Inc. 1999 Lows’ is a registered trademark of IF corporation <2704-6
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CDATo
Hold
Community
Meeting

Meet The Coaches

Rambling
With

Charles Howard
"Yesterday has gone, forget it.
Today is here, use it.

Tomorrow may not come,

So don’t wait on it."

896-2152

ST. PETERSBURG-The

Community

Development

Association of SL

—If

Petersburg

Scrap

(CDA) will hold its second

community meeting on Mon
day, SepL 13th at the Jordan

Park gymnasium. 1201 22nd

St. S., from 6-8pm. The pur

pose of this meeting is to pro
vide an opportunity for fee
community to receive infor

imaginative knick knacks,

wall decorations, toys - even
jewelry - can be made wholly
of materials that cost you noth

ing. For instance, you can
make colorful necklace beads
of rolled paper, pebble animals

and people feat would cost $5
in a gift store; trees, turtles, and

law earlier this year, addition
ally, fee community will be

around discarded tin cans for
one-of-a-kind pencil holders or

given fee opportunity to pro

no-cost mosaics from broken
flower pots and tiles or bits of

tect (along wife-Governor Jeb

Bush) of fee Front Porch Flori
da legislative initiative. The

ORLANDO-The Florida

Further, the conference
will provide powerful tools

Annual State Convention,
October 7th, 8th and 9th at the

and community into the next
millennium.

Wyndham Hotel, Miami, FL.
With a theme of '90 Years:

You can be a part of the last
convention of this century,

Remembering Our Past-Ac-

and, more importantly, you

ceptihg Challenges of the 21st

can be a part of the NAACP.

Century', this year's conference
will offer a thoughtful reflec-

. tion of the role of the NAACP,
particularly on the state and
local levels.

has odds and ends of cloth,
foam rubber and webbing. Tile

shops and garden shops will
provide you wife mosaic mak
ings. Just use your ingenuity to
ferret out a host of free materi

als to fire your creative talents.'
For further information:
Ait From Scrap, Carl Reed
and Joseph Orzie, Davis Publi

cations, Worcester. MA 1960.

and sea shells; string wound

windshield glass.

projects can be fqund in fee
woods, at fee beach, in any
trash pike or junkyard, and
often, simply by talking to fee

citizens of our community are

manager of a retail store or fac
tory. A printer might give you

cordially invited and strongly

paper scraps, ah upholsterer

For additional information,
contact Msi Sherri Morton at

Happy Birthday!
Antonio Johnson, Mrs.
Bernice
Barnes,
Linda
Grayson, Arieal McGhee,

Kevin Wyatt, Anna Goins,
Lisa

Raw materials for these

encouraged to attend,

State Conference of NAACP
branches will host the 36th

Unique,

birds from pine cones and hut

Petersburg); fee prime archi

Donaldson,

Ondria

Moore, Dorothy M. Patterson,
Bart Hamilton, Jaire R. Har
rell..

Happy Anniversary!
SepL 14th to John and
Mary Allen.

Until next week, ‘Jump

To

It’

NEWS DEADLINE IS

(727) 898-3323.

State Convention—:—

Craft!

mation on “Front Porch Flori
da,” the state’s urban develop
ment and community revital
ization initiative feat became

vide input regarding fee initia
tive. Attending fee meeting
will be District 55 State Repfesentative Rudy Bradley (R-St.

NAACP's 56th Annual

11

4 RM. MONDAY

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGN!

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

feat will propel fee participants

For more information and

registration, call (305) 6853700, ext. 241, or toll free, 1800-254-6222, ext. 241.

Carla's Hair Affair

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-M-style

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

Yogi's Hair Studio

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
. .

328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

Join fee NAACPtoday!

4

327-5241

Robert's Hair Salon
B

866-7070

Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074

Helen's Beauty Saigon
327-6182

Emerald City
447-4548
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Church News
Moores Chapel

Bethel A.M.E.

Fred Hammond, Out Of
Eden At The Soul Of Night
Of .Toy *99

Rev. Quintin Parker and

Details will follow.
The Harrisite Club will be

10:40am.

everyone to join us Sunday
morning for worship service at
10:30. The Male Choir will
renderj the music. Pastor

celebrating their anniversary
Sunday, Sept. 19th at 4pm

Monday,
6:30pm.

with Pastor James D. Sykes of
SL Paul A.M.E. Church of

Tuesday, New Members.
6:15pm; Class
Leaders,

Dawkins will deliver the spo

Ocala. Everyone is invited to

6:30pm; Bible Study, 7pm.

ken word.

share in this Service With us.

Wednesday,
Bible Study.

Pastor Dawkins and the

Bethel family wish to invite

Moore’s

Weekly activities:
Boy

Chapel’s

Church

family welcome you to their

Scouts,

services this 2nd Sunday in
Sept., tire 12th. during both 8

and 11am services. The ser
mon will be delivered by Rev.
Parker during both services.
Music will be provided by
the Mass Choir, directed and
accompanied by Minister of

Noonday

The Board of Christian
Education is planning an excit

reach Service each Sunday on

ing weekend SepL 17th-19th.

WTMP Radio 1150 AM at

Music Michael Melvin and

Bethel Metropolitan

musician Princess Edwards.

Join the Bethel Radio Out

Thursday, Youth Church.

For transportation to church,

please contact the Transporta

Youth Director Deborah

Ushers will serve. Rev. Gary

Prayer Breakfast, Saturday,

Lyons and fee Youth Ministry

Hunter, Pastor of Disciples of
Faith Baptist Church, Toronto,

'Sept. 18th, 8:30am, as fee

Macon, 328-0022; Bro. Willie

church anniversary committee

Canada will deliver the 8am

continues activities acknowl
edging our church’s 96 years

F. BryanL 894-6067; and/or
Bro. Robert Golden, 867-0156

DepL are excited about fee
annual “Back To School
Retreat, Christ Alive Expose.”

sermon, and The Rev. Dr.

Parents and students of fee
chuteii and community are

Mark Thompson, Pastor of
The International Church of

encouraged tp attend this infor
mative forum scheduled for

Jesus Christ will deliver fee

Saturday, SepL life, 9am1:30pm, at Bethel Metropoli

Fred Hammond & Radical for Christ
LAKE BUENA VISTA-

tain, Big Thunder Mountain

The .other newcomer to

Multi-talented Dove Award

Railroad and Splash Moun

Winner Fred Hammond and
Dove nominee Out of Eden

tain.

Night of Joy ‘99 is Delirious,
bringing the all-time roster of

Fred Hammond, one of
three Night of Joy newcomers,

Christian music acts who have

garnered two Doves in 1999,

played the Magic Kingdom
event to 66 since'Leon Patillo

including

Contemporary

headlined fee inaugural Night

.Disney World celebration of.

Gospel Recorded Song of fee

contemporary Christian music
scheduled for September 1011 in fee Magic Kingdom.

Year for “Let The Praise
4Begin.”It marked fee latest

of Joy in September 1983
The long-running series of
Walt Disney World contempo

They will be joined by

Christian music Artist of fee

Gospel career that began as a.
bass player wife fee Winans in

Smith,

fee early ‘80s and blossomed

Female Vocalist of the Year

as founder and lead singer of
Commissioned later in fee

are among a star-packed
seven-act lineup for Night of
Joy ‘99, fee 17th annual Walt

Year Michael W.

chapter in an award-winning

Jaci Velasquez plus Avalon,
Delirious and Audio Adrena

rary Christian music events
has played to a combined audi

ence in excess of 600,000.
For additional information,
call Walt Disney World Guest
Information at 407/8244321.

decade, including fee 1990

Each member of fee Official

fee 1st and 2nd Sundays.
Mass Choir Rehearsal.

study, “A Journey Through fee

tion feat’s beneficial to parents

Book Of Matthew” promises

and students: Coordinators
Althea Hudson, Elizabeth

to be a blessing to fee learner?
Rev. Joseph Harvey is the

Board will be in prayer for
twelve (12) specific principles
of fee church. We ask fee entire

Howard, Dorothy Davis and

Sharon Wilson have worked
tirelessly, to assure success of

this broad-based community
outreach seminar. There will

also be live entertainment,
food and door prizes.
The Ministerial Staff Offi
cial Board and church family

invite you to worship wife us
during fee 8 and 1 lam services

2nd Sundays.
Male Chorus Rehearsal.

be Rev. Elam Wilson, Evange

available; call fee church office
(327-0554) if you have a need.

sen hour.

list-Singer Jennifer Wilson,

4th Sundays.
For information regarding

September Calendar:

Minister Michael Melvin,

Moore’s Chapel Century Faith

Saturday, Sept, life, softball game, 7pm.

soloists Jada Melvin and
Chrystal Douse, and fee Rem

Builders Program, please con

nant Singers.

Grant.

Edith Jeter, Annie KillenBoswell, LaToy Black and fee

96th

Church

Anniversary

Committee have been busy
planning for our church's
anniversary celebration. Activ

ities Coordinator Gwendolyn

Saturday,

18th,

Sept.

prayer breakfast, 8:30am.

Thursday before fee 3rd anc

tact Amos Leonard or Isaac

Moore’s Chapel Y.P.D.

Friday, Sept. 24th, Home
Coming Service, 7pm.
Saturday, Sept. 25th,
Anniversary BanqueL 7pm.
Sunday,
Sept.
26th,
Anniversary Proper, 1 lam.

Greater St, Paul
Greater SL Paul’s youth
will be observing Youth Rally

Rev. Clark Hazley and fee

Day on Sunday, SepL 12th at
4pm. Guest church will be

Baptist1 Church family. The
public is invited to attend.

Grand Central Progressive

—

•

Episcopal Church

18/0 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
am.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

- -7:00 p.m.

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Services

Church services

Sunday School................8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................ 10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., .6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.....*..... Wed;, 7:30 p.m.

5:00 p.m. .................B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

‘To God Be The Glory’

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School .........................................................930 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ........................................ 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ......................................5:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service ..............Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ........................6:00 p.m.
Gome join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

I

^1 W.fl

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship........................................... 7-00 a m

Z’’’Z’Z"9:30

Sunday School.....................................
a'rm
Morning Worship.................................................................... :-.l0:50 a m

Baptist Training Union....... ,......................................430 p.m.
Communion.................................................^...7:66 a.m’ & 11:00 a’m'
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

3

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

Wednesdays........................................ . ............................................. 7:30 p.m.

The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody

St. Joseph
Catholic Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St Petersburg
Sunday Services Are At:

3455 - 26th Avinue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711

(727) 327-0554

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Pleaiant Q'toue MiUiancduf, Saatiit Qkudck

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Tuesdays before fee 1st anc

to join us in prayer at your cho

Baptist Church

8:00 a.m...........Morning Service
9:45 a.m..... j........Sunday School
11:00 a.m..................... Worship Service

H
I
P

Moore’s Chapel Jr. Church

Choir

facilitator. Transportation is

Bethel Community

Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERY AND
•CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

SepL life at Moore’s Chapel
at 10am.

Saturdays, 10am.
Inspirational

membership and community

A CHURCH CALLED TO EQUIP & EMPOWER THROUGH
THE WORD OF TRUTH

’1121 22nd Street So., st. Petersburg, FL

w
s

School, please contact fee

9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

"Church of The Open Door"
•

•

presents ‘Saturday Night Live’
SepL life at 7pm. Guests will

Thomas says that all systems
and Sunday School at 9:30am. are ‘go’ for Saturday’s softThe Praise Team, Youth and ball/voljpyball competition.
Angelic Choirs and the: No. 2, Clear , your calendar for fee

Intercessory Prayer & Bible Study - Wednesday

Missionary Baptist Church

o

Rehearsal, Tuesdays, 7pm and

to

Worship Service ----------- -------------10:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

First. Mt. Zion

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6;30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

African Freedom Singers

Church

entire family. The September

Church Life Classes --------.......................................... 9:30 a.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

CENTER

one is invited to attend. For

schools have committed to
providing pertinent informa

mid-Week

St. Petersburg, FL

Ail Nations Church of God By Faith

GRACE

Inspirational Dance Group

Rehearsal, Thursdays before

Our

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

and horns.

L
L

Rehearsal, Mondays, 6pm.

The Area W.M.S7Y.P.D.

(727) 823-5433

CENTRAL

Rehearsal, Tuesdays, 5:30pm.

at 9:30am wife SupL Mose
Philip Bell in charge. Every

meeting will be held Saturday,

smooth; mature vocals over
musical beds of guitars, strings

E

12noon.
Youth Choir (ages 5-12)

by 9pm on Saturdays.
Church School will begin

fee spiritual enrichment of the

Caribbean to fee “mountain

F

11am-

twenty-four (24) hour, seven
(7) days a week Prayer Vigil.

Kimmey, Out of Eden mixes

FELLOWSHIP

and 3rd Saturday,

vice at 7pm are designed for

309 - 15th Avenue North

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

vice, Wednesday, 7pm.
Drill Team Practice, 1st

American administrators from
elementary; middle arid high

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

grace

12noon.
Bible Study/Prayer Ser

Transportation Committee.

masses. Comprised of sisters
Lisa, Andrea and Danielle

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

SepL 30th at 7pm.
Activities calendar
Noon Day Prayer Service,

Bethel Metropolitan has begun

soul/R&B from fee secular

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

Service on Thursday evening,

tan. Sixteen (16) African-

Magic Kingdom will be oper
ating, from fee famous Mad
Tea Party and Pirates of fee

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL • ?
327-5926 ♦ 327-2656
Sunday School ........... . .. ......9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........
.......It a,m.
Night Worship ................ .:.. ..... .7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ............. :...........8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .............. .8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service . ................. .8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ..............11 a.m.

Annual Conference Report

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

contemporary Christian group

range” of fun -- Space Moun

G.

host fee St. Petersburg District

Bible

of fee ‘90s to take back

Prayer
Helps

Wayne

Chapel Church family will

Study (NBC) and Prayer Ser

addition,
top
attractions
throughout fee “lands” of fee

Gospel Album (“Will You Be
Ready?’).
■Out of Eden, also making
their Night of Joy debut,
became popular as fee first

Rev.

of ticket sales.
Rev. Parker and Moore’s

transportation

Dove

Contemporary

Church,

will receive 15%, 10% and 5%'

Thompson'.
The Official feoard of

line.
The acts will be presenting
concerts at stages throughout
fee Magic Kingdom during
Night of Joy hours, 8:30pm to
l am each evening (after regu
lar Magic Kingdom hours). In

for

1 lam sermon. Join us in lifting
fee name of Jesus!

in-fellowship. The speaker for
fee occasion will be fee Pastor
of First Institutional Baptist

tion Ministry: Bro. Anthony

will be sponsoring barbeque

chicken and rib dinners. The
top three Y.P.D. ticket sellers

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:0’0 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School .........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...... 11 ;oo a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

I
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Church News
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Breakthrough
IVIinistries
ming, “Overcoming Families

Volunteers and chaperones
are needed for church’s bus

fee property ministry. Upkeep
and maintenance of real and

ministry. Persons willing to

income property must be done

involve themselves in this vital

monthly. Compensation is pro

You are cordially invited to

any time in its 72-year history

best known Acapella choral

groups in Florida. There will
be no charge for food or activ

ministry can contact Maurice

vided for all specialty work

GTE cable (channel 21), same

Evans. Parents needing to be

done. Persons capable of doing

join us on Sunday, Sept. 19th
for our ‘Friends and Family

time.. He’ll be teaching on

served by this ministry should
make it known to Maurice.

the work or who can recom

Day’. Members, former mem

in St Petersburg, you owe it to
yourself to be present. If you
have never visited fee church,

bers. friends, families and the

this is an opportunity you don’t

Scheduling of pick-ups for

mend someone, should pro

A second mass mailing of
Capital Campaign Fund-Rais

Proclamation on Sunday
will focus on two words which
enable a believer in Christ to

Breakthrough service begins at
11am. Sunday night at 7:30

ing project will take place dur

glimpse what was most central

ing third week of September.

to Jesus: “Spirit and Compas

will be a special “night of

The kick-off event for this

sion.” Pastor will biblically

Pastor Joseph Gordon and

prophecy” wife Pastor Glenn

campaign will be “Home-

and theologically convey how

ministering
prophetically!
Bring someone who needs a

Coming Sunday” on Sept.
19th. Members are urged to

significantly both words relate

the Pleasant Grove family
invite you to worship wife

to each other. In fact Jesus’
advocacy of compassion con

them on Sunday, Sept. 12th.
Choir No. 2 and fee No. 2 Ush

tinues to be an invitation and

ers will serve in fee 7am early
morning service. Sunday

other special services.

powerful “Word Explosion.”

turn in mailing list to Rev. Nes
bitt as soon as possible.
Men of church family are

challenge to church today.

invited to become involved in

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Church

We’re located at 1940 49th

‘Train up a child in fee

Sunday School will begin

way he should go and when he

at fee regular hour (9:30am).

Holy Ghost She moves in the,

and Pastor Glenn from 4:305pm.

St S., St. Pete. Phone us at
(727) 321-4986 or (727) 343-

is old, he shall not depart from

Evening service will begin at

gifts of the Spirit and word of

Tune in Saturday from

5452, or fax us a prayer request

it” (Proverb 22:6)
The family of Emmanuel

6pm.

access community program

or letter at (727) 321-3937.
No dress code - come as

you are, seriously!

Christian Fellowship Church

extends a hearty welcome for

The family that prays
together, stays together.

everyone to share wife us on
Youth Sunday, Sept 12th at

20th Street Church of Christ at

Pleasant Grove MB

School begins at 9:30am wife

sions!

Glenn on Time Warner local

ward to seeing you.

being done.

Don’t forget Sunday
School at 9:30am. Power

istries,” op 1340 AM radio
from 4-4:30pm every Sunday,

6:05-6:35pm to watch Pastor

worship and singing praises to
God, featuring some of the

Nelson.

in to her broadcast ‘Living
Waters Evangelistic Min

ic testimony that you have to
hear. She has a heart for win

have been affiliated wife fee

week Bible Study is currently

you like going beyond the
basics, then get to these explo

knowledge. She has a dynam

between 9am-5pm Monday
through Friday. We look for

programs will bless you!

service is not for you. But if

under the anointing of the

served after morning worship,
followed by an afternoon of

Wisdom School and mid

ning lost souls to Christ. Tune

Florida will be ministering

want to miss. Dinner will be

entire community are

“Battles of fee Mind.” These

If you like fee basics, then this

nightly. Evangelist Ella Mae
Warren of Tarpon Springs,

wel

come to celebrate wife us this
great day in fee Lord! If you

vide this information to Rev.
Nesbitt or Brenda Conyers-

Tuesday'fee 14th will be a

Sript Dea. Philip Carter in

charge. Mid-morning worship

for another, with forgiveness in

Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South
(Howard Johnson's)

2/37 Soectd
St. T^etenadurty^ “F-d 337/2
(727) Z2/-S444

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30.

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

and Vivian Hadley Alexander
,are chairs for this event. Fur

ther

Rev. Fred Cooley and fee
Friendship Baptist Church of

information

will

Dea.

Lee

D.

Moore/

Reporter.

NURSERY/rODDLER MINISTRY
AVAILABLE EVERY SERVICE
PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
SUNDAY 9:30 AM
"Sunday School"

SUNDAY 11:00 AM
■“Power Breakthrough Service"
"Children's Ministry" 6-11 yrs.
•

'

SUNDAY 7:00 PM
"A Night of Prophecy"

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

Radio also same nme on the Internet
WWW.TANTALK.COM

‘

'

'-'s'"

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"4 Place of Healing and Restoration"

St.

Jotn Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Perinsylivania Avenue

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School

9:30a.m.

Morning Worship

11:15a.m.

Evening Worship

6:00p.m.

Bible Study (Monday)
Prayer & New Comers Class

7:00p.m.

(Wednesday)

6:30p.m.

Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming

Sunday School ........................... ......9:30 a.m
Morning Worship .... .................... ......H;00 a.m.

Baptist Training Union

“JESUS BEING PREACHEDj

I TAUGHT”

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School.................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................. 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

„
Rev.

_ We welcome you
at all times:
7

Clyde Williams

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

St. Petersburg, Florida

Morning Worship
................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.....................:. .............................. . .
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.......................... 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morhing Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. .Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

J

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward
SUNDAY Morning Services
Sunday School..................................................................... 9:30

am

Morning Worship............................................................ i

j :oo am
Youth Bible Study....................................................... Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ....... Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev.

Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089
Sunday Worship

........................ .10:30 a.m.

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School ............................ 9:00 a.m.

- 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship -11:00 a.m.

Junior Church Fellowship ............Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study ........... .Tues. 7:00 p.m.

Tutoring ................Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

The Rev. Hany L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church
955 - 20th Street South

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
4L|

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Pastor: Eider B.O. Walker

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Sunday School

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

p.m.

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. John Copeland. Pastor

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

.6:00

Bible Cleiss Monday, 7:00 p.m«
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
536.1 Seventh Avenue South

..................

Services

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 a.m.-12 p.m

"All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend"

...........................5:00 p.m.

Evening Worship ...........

10:30 AM................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES .......SUNDAY
9:00 AM.................................. CHURCH SCHOOL .............SUNDAY
5:00 RM...........................FELLOWSHIP & DINNER ..........TUESDAY
7:00 PM........................................ BIBLE STUDY............................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM.................................PRAYER SERVICES ...........TUESDAY
7:30 PM.........................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............ .THURSDAY

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
--------------------- --------—AWf) '
---------

Tarver, Pastor

Sunday 'Services

2120 19th St. S.; St. Pete • 896-5228

REV. CLARENCE WILLIAMS, PASTOR
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

(Adult and Youth)

Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

be

announced when received.

Pinellas Park will worship
wife us on Sunday, Sept 19th

RADIO MINISTRY 4:30-5:00 PM
WTAN-1340 AM every Sunday evening Live

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School.................................1O:OO AM
Morning Worship........................ ,...11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
•........................................................ Tuesday 7:30 PM

and Sisters Thelma Ferguson

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP

our hearts.

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

Sept. 26th. Bro. Willie Crandle

will serve.
Please see church ad for all

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING".

power from on high.

Antioch Church

sing, and Usher Board No. 2

1940 -49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
1 -800-694-3532/(727) 343-5452

Sis. Gwendolyn Rollins.

go forth in Jesus’ name, and
the word will be spoken wife

District and Auxiliary Day
will be observed on Sunday,

BREAKTHROUGH MINISTRIES

renders praises unto fee Lord,
led by Sis. Erika Evans arid
Let us continue to pray one

begins at 10:50am. Choir No.
2 and fee Angelic Choir will

in a special service at 6pm.

Come and be encouraged
in fee Lord, as fee Youth Choir

11:15am. Songs of praises will

ities.

If you will need transporta
tion, please call 896-8006

ber, watch him also teaching,

miracle - Breakthrough!

Thursday, Sept. 9th - Sun
day, Sept. 12th, at 7:30pm

Street Church Of Christ
Friends And Family Day

Thru fee Word.” It’s also on

“Power of fee Tongue.” Every
Saturday in fee month of Octo

Evangelist Ella Mae Warren

New Philadelphia 20th

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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Church News
Great American
Gospel Fest

hv Sis.
Sis
The children are taught
taught by

congregation extend a gra
cious welcome to everyone to

Laura Anderson, the BTU

Supt. We are thankful to God

and fee Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church family wel

worship with us this Sunday
morhing, SepL 12th. Sunday
School and New Member Ori

for those who are willing to do

come you to our Sunday wor

tiie Lord’s work!

ship services Sunday, SepL
12th and fee forthcoming
week. At 8am, the deacons

my name is Derrick Isham.
This year for the first time, the

talented

artists

in

churches, laige and small, all
across this great country. This
year’s finals will be videotaped

Great American Gospel Fest is

traveling to eight regional sites
for competitions, wife finals to

for a special television presen

be held in beautiful Myrtle
Beach, South Carolina, SepL

extraordinary talents will be

tation. Ordinary folks with
singing their hearts out for
God! People from all walks of

30-Oct. 3,1999.

our Pastor’s upcoming third
anniversary celebration. The

guest speaker will be Pastor
Willie C. Barnes of Macedo

day at 8 and 10:55am services.
The No. 2 Usher Board will

Clearwater. Other churches

greet you and fee No. 1 Choir
under the direction of Bro.

participating wife fee Geoigia

devotion

nia
Missionary
Baptist
Church, Edenville, EL.

prayer/praise service. The

On Friday at 7:30pm,

Norman Howard will render

Male Chorus will render the

guests from the community
and state will conduct classes

fee music ministry.
Sept. 19th is ‘Geoigia

Zion, St. John Missionary
Baptist Church, SL Petersbuig,

on prostate cancer, anger, and
much more.
On Saturday at 8am,

Day’ hosted by Galilee Mis

True Light, and St. John,
Clearwater. We look forward

sionary Baptist Church, locat

to your attendance. Please join

w

in

lead

entire community to come out
and help us as we appreciate

begin at 7pm each Wednesday
night with prayer and praise.

and celebrate this man of God
for fee service and leadership

Pastor Browne will continue to

feat he is giving to our church

school is held at 9:30am and a
second service is held at

instruct on ‘Spiritual Gifts’

family and fee community.
Other activities:
Mass Choir Rehearsal,
Thursday, 7pm.

song service. Our ushers will

greet and seat you and Pastor
Evans will preach fee unadul
terated word of God. Church

Men Standing For Christ,”
wife an invitation requesting

Take out overalls, old hats, old
dresses or anything else feat

10:45am opening wife fee

1 lam wife a wrap-up ‘til noon.

please contact Brenda Facyson

Minister of Music and Praise

Saturday night is family
night wife fee Male Chorus in

reminds you of how it was in
Geoigia. A wonderful service

Team. BTU is at 4:30pm.

tion, call fee church at (727)*

11 aril. These sessions are

Thursday, fee Men’s Min
istry of our church have

Sunday .School Teachers’

planned in Christ’s name a

906-8300.

designed for a deeper, indepth

Meeting, Saturday, SepL life,

study of God’s Word. Come

at 10am.
Men’s Ministry Meeting
will be held at fee home of

Min. Michael McGee on Sat
urday, Sept, life at 10am.

ister Betty Andrews.

If you are seeking a church
home, we extend Travelers

I participated in the regional

share their common love of

Baptist Training Union
(BTU) will be held this Sun

competition which was held at

praising the Father.

day at 5pm. Classes are

Rest to you. We are fee church
where ‘Christ is fee Center of

designed for all ages. Every

Attraction and fee Word of
God is Preached!’

Theater. I placed 1st in Best

been blessed with the appro

Male Vocalist and Best Overall
Performance. Now we have

priate funds to participate in

one is cordially invited to
attend. A survey of fee Bible is

been selected to participate in
the finals which will be held in

this blessed event. We are ask
ing if you and/or your organi

being

zation can provide us with

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.

is extended to everyone to join

Transportation is available
for Sunday morning and all
other services by calling fee
church office at 822-4869. For

assistance by sponsoring this

The mission of the Great
American Gospel is to bring

us. Parents, bring your children

Sunday transportation, call by

event. If you are so able to do,
or if you have any questions,

to learn about God’s Word.

12noon on Saturday.

together people from all
denominations, religions, and

please contact me at (727)
865-1609.

all races to celebrate their spir

I thank you in advance for

itual love of God and Christ
through music. This will also
provide a showcase for the

your support, and may God
continue to bless you.

Sis.

conducted by

Yvonne Demps. An invitation

Weekly events for Thurs

concert.
We need the entire com

munity’s support. For registra

Minister Marcia
Mobley To Be
Ordained

“For many are called, but
few are chosen.” Matt. 22:14

fee New St. Maty M. B.

You are cordially invited to
the Ordination Service for

Ave., Alachua. Rev. Walter

Minister Marcia J. Mobley on
Sunday, SepL 12th, 3:30pm at

Bright Jewel Chapter 58
O.E.S. is sponsoring a banquet

at 7pm.
Speaker for fee occasion

on Saturday, Sept. 11th at 3130

will be Sis. Sharon Bouie.
(Donation requested at door.)

18th Ave. S. in Sl Petersbuig,

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South

McCaskill, Pastor; The Rev.

St. Petersburg; FL 33712

Willie G. Mayberry, guest
speaker.

(813) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

John A. Evans,.Sr.

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

Morning Worship 11 a.m.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

Membership Training 5 p.m.

,Bible Study & Prayer

-Psalm 90:12

Meeting Tuesday 7

p.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

“The Church That’s Moving ’Forward Together”

Derrick Isham
PEACEFUL ZION

Christ Gospel Church
^7

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

M.B.

CHURCH

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St Petersburg, FL33712
■ - ■
Rev- F-G- Jackson, Pastor

\

(813)822-2455

Church School.........9.30 a.m.
Wednesday Youth ’
Morning Worship.... 11:00 a.m.
Rehearsal...............5:30 p.m.
8.T.LZ.
.5:00 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
Everting Worship..... 6:00 p.m. , School Study...........7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
'
1st & 2nd Saturdays SB.
Class..............7:30 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal.. .11:00 a.m.

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

I

Sunday School 9:30 AM

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

“So teach us to number
our days; that we may
apply our hearts unto '
wisdom.”

- Loudon Wainwright

at .327-7630.

'Stars On
Parade' Annual
Banquet---------

Church, 13800 NW 158th

Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor
Perhaps the best reason
for having calendars is
that the cycle itself
offers hope.

Day celebration is First Mt.

prayer breakfast will take place
followed by class from 9-

day-Saturday, SepL 16fe-18fe:

“What Thus Saith fee Lord”.
Our Bible Study leader is Min

Missionary Baptist Church,

us in uplifting fee name of

Planning Meeting, Friday,
Sept. 10th.

the Holy Spirit to teach us,'

food will be served. The

Jesus!
For further information,

Usher Board #2 Dinner /

and join in with us as we allow

Pact™Pastor

ed at 505 35th Sl S., at 3pm.

cover or confirm my gift(s)?,
What am I to do with it?)
Mid-day Bible Study is
held each Thursday morning at

life are coming together to

My band and I have not

community participation. Our

an invitation to fee community
to join us in worship this Sun

speaker of fee hour is Rev.
Fleming Tarver of SL John

as doorkeepers.
Our mid-week services

On June 4th, my band and

St. Petersbuig’s Palladium

has been planned and deliciot
delicious

dates are SepL 24fe-26fe. An
invitation is extended to fee

the Bible say?, How may I dis

many

The Anniversary Planning
Committee is excited about

Innes and
Jones
and the
the
Galilee church family extend

mence promptly at 10:45am.
The Mass Choir will sing and
Usher Board No. 2 will serve

(What are they?, What does

Derrick Isham

i„l„ a c
e,
*
. .
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.
Men s Conference, “Christian

The Pastor, officers and
Tiie

entation begins at 9:30am.
Morning service will com

ST. PETERSBURG - Hi,

Friendship MB Galilee M.B.

Travelers Rest MB

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

321-3545

3rd century

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School.....................
10:00 a m
Morning Worship..............................................11-30 a m
YPWW------------------------------------6:00 p.m.
Evening worship............. .......
7:30 p.m.

77re Church Where Christ is The HEAD

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship........................ 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School................................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..................................11:00 a.m.

TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m:
FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

207 - 10th Street North,

St. Petersburg, FL

RADIO BROADCAST

Sunday School................................................. ... . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....................................................... U ;OO am
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/

'Sundays 7:45 a.m

Bible Study

tf you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

Seventh-Day
Adventist
Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246 1 823-1619

Sunday Worship
Sunday School............. 10:00 am
Morning Worship
11:30 ain

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ....................................... 7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting...... ..... ................................................... 6:30 pm

International. Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

Travelers Rest

9:00 AM% ........... ,............. Prayer Time

11:00 AM

Missionary Baptist Church

Sunday School

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St, Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

................f.......... Worskipj

12:30 PM............................. After Service Fellowship

Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

Hew ^Philadelphia Community Chureh|

LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A., M.DIV.. D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

Mid-Morning Worship Service.. ...... :11:00 a.m.
Sunday School..................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)......7:00 p.m.

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

Tie Rereread Don A Gaskin, Pastor

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Evening Worship............ 6:00 pm

............................................................................... 7:15 p.m.

9:30 AM............... ............................. ..

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 aril
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) .... .6:00 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

ELIM

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

10th Street Church Of God

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, EL 33733

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

HSnZozd School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

I Deacon Ministry ...................................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt |
■finance Ministry............................................ James Robinson|
IChttdren ft Youth Ministry ...................... ...................................................... joyce Robinson!
|Clerk Ministry................................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee]

820 20th Street South

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

A Church With Passion For God and Comp^^on For Pe^^^C

ST.

MARK MISSIONARY

BAPTIST

CHURCH

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006.
Bro. Robert Smith

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St; Petersburg, Florida

Si inday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Sunday Morning Bible Class................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship . ....; . .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ........7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

Preble ns

.930 a.m.

Morning Worship ...... ......... ...11 a.m
—.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

Church School...... ......... . . . .

Baptist Training Union ................5 p.m
Evening Worship.................................

.6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting

Thursday .......... ............... .7 p m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

• Non-Sexist Participation’ • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

One week from church makes one weak.”
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National AIDS Expert To Head
Conference On Black AIDS Crisis

"T/foie (fTuvtcd Hum
’Sisters To Sisters’
Women’s Prayer
Ministry--------------The “Sisters To Sisters”

will be presenting their 3rd

Keynote speaker will be
Evangelist Carolynn Wallace
from Lauderhills, FL. Also

Annual Retreat at the Presby

featured will be workshop

terian Towers, 430 Bay St NE

leaders Missionary Jackie

in St Petersbuig, on Friday,
Sept. 24th from 4-9pm and

Hopkins and Minister Earlene

Women’s Prayer Ministry, Inc.

Saturday, SepL 25th from

McBride. The Rev Constance
Samuels will serve as work

6am-5pm.

shop and praise director.

Theme for this occasion is,
Power

through Prayer and fee Holy
Spirit,” wife scriptural refer

Walker, Director, at (727) 8644191, or Ms. Jamie Wilburn at

ence taken from-Acts 1:8.

(727)321-7283.

“Endowed

wife

across fee country joining fee

movement to stop AIDS, the
Balm in Gilead is providing a
first-of-a-kind opportunity for

members of black churches to
gain skills to start or strengthen
their AIDS efforts. The Black

Gilead is presenting fee Insti

information is available toll-

tute wife cooperation from the
Centers for Disease Control

Hotel

ATLANTA, GA-Pemes-

dent Clinton designating $156

sa C. Seele, a SC native who is

million in October 1998 to

a leader in fee global fight to

address AIDS in black com

stop AIDS, returns to head a

munities.
Ms. Seele's work has
earned fee endorsement of

the Ocean Dunes Conference
Center in Myrtle Beach last

every major black religious
denomination. In 1999, fee

'Black Church Week of Prayer
for fee Healing ofAIDS, orga
nized by The Balm in Gilead,
involved more than 5,000

(727)943-3112.

WE WELCOME
YOUR
*

6243.

The noteworthy faculty
will provide in-depth educa

.

Operation PAR, Inc. provides sub
stance abuse and mental health

• Black churches, wife their

education into fee church's

services to. WAGES participants

history of educating and mobilizing.African Americans durAIDS education and care

■ existing work; greater under
- standing of scriptural refer
ences that support church
' activism in response to AIDS;

and their families. These services
are available at no cost to the partic
ipant. Services are free. You can
help a family member.

The Hon. Donna M.

Christian-Christensen

ing times of crisis, are creating

churches nationwide. Addi
tionally, Ms. Seele is an advis

er to leaders throughoutAfrica,

specifically to the culture of

and fee insider's view on the

where in some countries as
much as 25 population is liv

black
churches-programs
such as fee Black Church

politics of AIDS and why

ing wife HIV/AIDS.
The conference in Myrtle

HTV/AIDS Training Institute
and other Balm in Gilead

shortchanged.
Participants who complete
fee entire program will be eli-

offerings.
According to Pemessa • gible to receive continuing
education or extension credits
Seele, fee Institute will allow
from the Interdenominational
some of fee nation's leading
Theological Center (ITC),
black experts on AIDS and
related issues to transfer their Adanta. ITC is fee largest

Ms. Seele is fee founder

and CEO of The Balm In
Gilead, an international organi

what Youth As Resources is,
Youth As Resources is a . and what to do if you would
program feat‘provides small ‘ like to receive a grant.
Call Mary Barnhart at 582monetary grants to youth

zation whose mission is to

Beach helped prepare non
profit community organiza

mobilize black churches to
become community centers
for AIDS education and com

tions arid government agencies
to collaborate wife churches to
provide AIDS prevention and

passion. The Lincolnville, SC,
native was: instrumental in
putting the black AIDS crisis at
the top of the national agenda,
an effort that resulted in Presi

care information to African
Americans. Topics included an
update on AIDS among black
Americans and how to involve
black churches in AIDS edu

PAR WAGES
PROJECT

tion about HIV/AIDS preven
tion and treatment; techniques
for integrating HIV/AIDS

skills to help churches address

month.

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR;

McMickle

efforts at an increasing rate.
This results in greater need for
HIV/AIDS programs tailored

ence. The two would like to
offer on-site visits to talk about

groups to perforin community 2103 if you Would like to
service projects.
schedule a visit, or if you
The ’ coordinator, Mary . would like more information
Barnhart, and Board President on fee program.
Court Whelan just returned

Madeline C. Cafaro, CMM, at

about Balm in Gilead pro
grams, call toll free 888-225-

cies from across fee nation to

answer!

your class.
For information on class
dates, time and cost, please call

Myers Squibb Company.
For further information

sentatives of civic organiza
tions and public health agen

of Pinellas may be your

in

GA.

25 questions. A card is mailed
to you verifying completion of

and Prevention and Bristol-

fee conference brought repre

to fund it? Youth As Resources

Rev. Dr. Elaine Flake

Registration

Buckhead

Atlanta,

AIDS Prevention and Service',

service project but no money

adult, child and infant. There
will also be a test consisting of

In addition to its partner
ship wife ITC, The Balm in

aton

ages 25 to 44. Entitled Partner
ing wife Black Churches in

great idea for a community

and skills on CPR and the
Heimlich Maneuver for the

Cleveland, OH.

urday, October 9th, at fee Sher

national conference addressing

from Stamford, CT, where
they attended a Youth As
Resources Facilitator Confer

classes include a lecture, video

Marvin McMickle, Pastor,
Antioch Baptist Church,

Church HIV/AIDS Training
Institute will take place Thurs
day, October 7th through Sat

fee epidemic, which is fee pri
mary killer of black Americans

LARGO -Do you have a

tute offers ongoing healthcare
provider CPR classes. The

Jamaica, NY; and Rev. Dr.

Pernessa C. Seele

Youth As Resources

ST. PETERSBURG - Sl
Luke’s Cataract & Laser Insti

Virgin Islands; Rev. Dr. Elaine
Rake. Co-Pastor, Cathedral of
fee Allen AME Church,

Rev. Dr. Marvin

Attention All
Pinellas County
Youth Groups!
Pinellas

st Luke'S

addresses by The Hon. Donna
M.
Christian-Christensen,
Cong. Delegate from fee U.S.

free at 888-225-6243.

For more information,
please contact Dr. Delceda

cpr

Institute will feature keynote

cation.
With more black churches

knowledge to black pastors
and church members. The

For more information
Contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438

fee social, economic and psy
chological impacts of AIDS

black communities are being

Mr. Mike's Gourmet Foods, Inc.

black institution of religious
education in the United States.

6553 - 46th St. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781
"Mr. Mike or Mrs. Mike"
S
8

B

Phone:
Pager;
Fax:

1-727-520-1888
1-727-402-3333
1-727-520-8765

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I was haying bad luck, miser
able arid it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams arid now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?

tudy To Show
Thyself Approved
Unto God
— 2 Timothy 2:15

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Mobilizing Black
Churches To Become
Community Centers
for AIDS Education
and Compassion

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

- Hillary Williams

lR]Rjf2lfZlf2Jr2JfaJRlRl[elpJRj'RJfBJ|^J|

Think you're pretty

eh?

October 7-9, 1999
Sheraton Buckhead Hotel
Atlanta, GA

Pinellas County Utilities Deportment of
Solid Waste Operations Invites
you to sell your creations!

At the 3rd annual Pinellas Recycles Day Celebraflon

Contact
The Balm In Gilead

FREE Booth Space

1-888-225-6243

Continuing Educational Credits from
Interdenominational Theological Center (ITC)
For Church Members Only

www.balmingilead.org

Largo Central Park
Wten? Saturday. Nov, 13 horn to a.m. - 3 p.m.
For

or Oft oopllcolton.

oafl Ffrwstow Cesorrty Uttrttes

Dep». or Soricl vmswUw Cuorwattons
at 4OA- TOOft
apptccrtion dt
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BRISTOL MYERS SQUIBB
IMMUNOLOGY

j

rtNpZ/UNHtV'CO pineilc&fl,

* \

BaLi6®
GILAD CDC
INC.

UJAl, OLF 1 JDinDE/A

CHALLENGER SPORTS

46th Annual Gateway Classic At Alltel Stadium
The 46th Annual Gateway
Classic at Alltel Stadium was
held Saturday, Sept. 4th at
7pm, The game was played

between Bethune-Cookman

Wildcats and Savannah State

Tigers.
The Tigers had the best
defense in the nation in NCAA

Division D last season. The
Wildcats pulled a 17-14 victo

ry late in the fourth quarter.
The first three quarters for
Bethune’s offense showed
signs of struggle even though
they were able to come up

with plenty yards.
Wildcats QB Pa’tell Trout
man rushed for a game high
162 yards for 31 carries, and

was 5 of 10 passing for 93
yards.

Wliat Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?
• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

(carwash)
(QUIKLUBE)

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

327-1900

DETAILING

CENTER

IB■-

8:30 to 5:30 Monday ■ Saturday
FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE
CAVE $TX>

THE” “T ""FRESH" T" " ™£Ci '
WORKS! | 'N SHINE" ' car wash
SAVE $2501 SAVE $2°° I SAVE T°
Car Wash, ULTRA SHIKE I

30 pt. Oil Change &

«Ann t,;

\a/ov

Qwctam I

FULL SERVICE

|

Soft Cloth Car

CARWASH

|

Wash Vacuum

Safety Check

Includes Oil. Filter.

■f
L

1

i ^HNKsK

Polish Wax. Ill.TKA

Lube.' Visual Inspect., -

SHISI: Poly Sealant. Air

PLUS “Free Full Service

Freshener. & Wheel-Brile

Car Wash"

aHt

i W4

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!
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ENTERTAINMENT
■MM

Coko Goes Solo After Quiet
St. Petersburg
Break ------ - --------------------In Light For
The Millennium
As a member of the now-

defunct New Jill Swing trio,
SWV, Coko stood out as the

ST. PETERSBURG - A

spectacular finale will provide
the countdown to the new Mil

lennium for thousands of St.

sity

Music/Interscope

Records is set to release
the first single entitled

with the release of her long-

theme, ‘Share the Light, Ignite
the Spirit’.
Fire and water will provide

remind us of our promises.
• Honor someone who has

fee former choir girl sets out to

an exciting mix as ten fire

influenced you at ‘The Stars at
(First) Night are Big and

temporary

“Your Eyes”, and self titled

debut album from 22 year
R&B

old

artist

Elsie

the opportunity to acknowl

New York, Coko (ne Cheryl

engineered to float, the sculp

edge a person who has been a
good influence in their life by

Gamble) grew up singing in

naming that person on' a star

to come back to gospel music

and hanging the star on the
Millennium Gateway. The

Astronomy Club will set up
their long-distance telescopes

because feat’s her roots. “I was
singing in Hezekiah Walker’s Beginning followed by Release recording a solo album. “It was a
lot of fun,” she says of fee record
Love Fellowship choir when I Some Tension in 1997.
decided to leave and start singing
Despite fee group s populari- ing process. “It was also a lot of

for fee First Night audience to

secular music,” explains fee 25- ty

Muniz. “Your Eyes”, “Tus
Ojos” is sung in both Eng

lish and Spanish. The Eng

hit

October.

singer who takes pride in

Williams Park to Tampa Bay
and witness a performance

Tracks to look our for

her Latin heritage, but
credits her-ability to mesh

aboard the Caravan Stage

examine real stars up close and

Barge, a wooden sailing ship,

personal, weather permitting!

light up the Vinoy Basin as the

ture so well to growing up

sounding instruments for a

borhood.
“I got to experiment

lish version features new
comer Nino Brown (Foxy

sounding

Brown’s brother) and the
Spanish version features

homa

Negra”,. and

James “de Barba” de jesus

Warren-penned

fro’/i the successful hip

By The Moon” featuring

’’cp Latin trio DLG.

University female artists

gle “Your Eyes” will hit

radio and video immedi

Join the St. Pete Samba Peo
ple’s
Procession
from

music. She is an R&B

song sure to heat up the
dance floor, the blues

Elsie Muniz’s first sin

minutes to New Year’s Eve.

which mixes Elsie’s heart
felt vocals with spanish-

“Okla

ballad

in a primarily Black neigh

with

both

Latin

African-American

and
influ

Gata

ences. I consider myself

the Diane

part of both cultures. I’m

“Fooled

so you get
everything you need. I’m

City”,

“La

bicultural,

Terry Dexter and multi

an R&B artist, who hap
pens to be Puerto Rican.”

platinum singer Mya.

Elsie Muniz.

Elsie Muniz incorpo

Auditions For
Pinellas Youth

Become A

Winner.

Don't Lose On
Drugs!!

Symphony

audience lights up the water

• Keep track of the hours to
midnight as First Night lights

front with two thousand glow

the top tier of fee NationsBank

ing candles prior to the count

Tower in a different color each

down!
In Downtown St Peters

hour between 7pm and Mid

burg:
• Walk through Theo Wuj-

number of fee hour
There will be music,
dance, puppetry, mimes, magi

cik’s Gateway to the Millenni

be lit containing the hand out
lines made throughout the

an audition.
The Pinellas Youth Sym

mentary on Tuesdays, and at

in fee arts. Thesejobs are avail

shops; organizing arid running

on

youth meetings arid public

phony offers a challenging

Wednesdays. Auditions are not
required for these classes. For

able through grants from Juve
nile Welfare Board of Pinellas
County.
One position available is:

Aits Corps; and other duties as

Youth Arts Corps Youth Assis

Position is from 6-10 hours

tant Requirements: Must be
16-21 years of age, maintain a

per week, wife eligibility for

minimum of a “C” average
and have an interest and expe

For more information,

orchestral program for inter

mediate through advanced stu

dent musicians up to 18 years

registration times and dates,
piease call fee PYS Hotline

of age. The orchestras rehearse ' (727) 438-3149.
Tuition is reasonable and
on Monday nights at Osceola
Middle School in. Seminole. financial need based tuition
scholarships are available. .

rience in the arts.
Duties: Assisting fee Coor

’Evening Of
Jazz’ And Silent
Auction
ssociation in conjunction
ife 94.1 FM Smooth Jazz, is
lonsoring an ’Evening 6f

vided by Hampton & Nelson

500

West

Cypress

St.,

Connection Jazz Band featur
ing Marcus Hampton, cousin
of legendary Jazz Artist Lionel

Hampton.

For tickets and additional
information, contact fee Sickle

Cell office at (813) 247-5999.

tmpa.

Donations are tax deductible.

Pre-Professional
Dance Workshop
.EARWATER - Audi
tor STEPS School of

fOvUO

UH

OuClVil.

Inc. ’Pre-Professional

Master classes wife guest

hop1 will be held on Sal-

instructors will be included in

September 11th. Audi,vill be held at STEPS

tiie program.
Tiie Workshop will run

1 of Dance. Inc.. 2221

September 18th through and

lesAve. N.. Clearwater.
iis Saturday intensive

including December 18th.
Audition registration is

;hop is designed to

9aiii.

»p quality technical traindth a youth-centered

9:15am. Students must pre

ife a basis in Classical

up. This is an open audition.

at

register and arrive 15 minutes
before audition lime to warm

the workshop will also

For more information, call
(727)734-7121.

“The Boss of the Bay

speaking on behalf of Youth
assigned.

black

Owned i operated

please contact Andrea Beane,

live & LOCAL

BRIAN CINTEMPRRAIY FORMAT

increase after three months.

SUJUl

■IS

Program Coordinator at Wild
wood at (727) 893-2354.

GOSPEL

t

. I

on

entertainment-Kirby Rambert

(sfeeldrummer), Phil Fest &

ter’s tastiest event of fee year.
The 10th Annual Taste of

Terezinha Valois (Latin jazz)

Clearwater. Make plans now

fee unveiling of the 1999

to sample taste treats from over

Clearwater Folk Arts Festival

50 aiea restaurants at fee Taste
of Clearwater, Thursday, Sep

poster designed by Bill Rene.

tember 23rd, in fee Harborview Center, 300 Cleve-

•QuaofwKF
B. ).

“COMFORT ZONE”
with B. J.

WEEKDAYS
IO:O0AM TO 2:OOPM

CLASSIC HITS
with the "Love train Conductor”
Michael T.

Show

and Safka (pop duo), as well as

There will be special seating
sections throughout fee event

2to6PM
with the
Real Deal
Larry Steele

to enjoy fee music and food.
Tickets may be purchased

Cleveland St., downtown
and 8pm.
Special features include Clearwater.
For more information,
three types of continuous
please call 727-461-0011.

lit

* itport

with HtJst Xetie B.; Wilds; Jr.

OCUMrX>TTGTOM
Michael "T”
Weeknights at 10&0PM

Big $$$ Ced &
Eriq Storm
&O0 TO RfcOO Wtofiday tfcm flTLmijj

Spinnitig S(>ca Cafypso &
Rcgjian Jam:
12:00 AM - 5:00 AM
Hinted By: Robert I).

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weefc/y Challenger
photographer.

iwmsaiiiimm

SIRES! PRBSy ij-g

ter. The event will allow for at the Greater Clearwater
plenty of tasting between 5pm Chamber of Commerce, 1130

vtubMvui

begin

It’s About Tune, which gave way the moment as an opportunity to should she?
to two later releases 1996’s New fulfill her lifelong dream of

and facilitation of arts work

time once again for Clearwa

lend St., downtown Clearwa

Repertory. Jazz and Modern.

Auditions

CLEARWATER - It’s

sing what I want to sing without

Jodeci and Mary J. Blige. Riley
Instead of brooding over fee worrying about somebody else
helpedSWVcraftfeeirdebutLP, break-up of SWV, Coko seized not wanting to do it” And why

members, studio management
clean up and special projects;

Taste Of Clearwater

Entertainment will be pro

>m at fee DoubleTree Hotel,

get!

successful careers of acts like so we went our separate ways.”

With Minister Andrew Manning, Dave
Brown & Bro. John Hannon

TAMPA - The Sickle Cell

zz’ and Silent Auction on
inday, September 19th, 5-

bors and friends will never for

Swing sound who played an separate ways,” she continues, because I can do what I want to
instrumental role in launching fee “We could never get it together, do, wear what I want to wear and

dinator in recruitment of new

assisting fee artists in set-up

Elementary

she explains. “No one can con- My Lovin’.”
Having put fee ups and
tinue to work like; feat because
it’s very hard, especially when downs of fee past behind her,
you’re not speaking and things Coko is optimistic about her
caught fee attention of- producer like feat Finally, we decided feat future and excited about the cre
Teddy Riley, fee originator of fee we were either gonna get it ative freedom feat she now has as
ubiquitous early ‘90s New Jack together or we would just go our a solo artist “It’s easier now

acronym for Sisters Wife Voices,
The trio recorded a demo tape
and shopped it around to various
record labels. The tape soon

brations around fee world.
Don’t stay home-join wife
your whole community to
usher in the New Millennium
in a way that you and your'
children and parentis, neigh

S. has several paid positions
available for youth interested

Perkins

night and rockets signal fee

works show sponsored by

ST. PETERSBURG Youth Arts Corps at Wild
wood, located at 955 26th St

(Leanne Lyons) and Taj (Tamara friendship was gone and there “Don’t Take Your Love Away,”
Johnson) and formed SWV-an was no unity within fee group,’ “I Ain’t Feelin’ You” and “All

ture, as you enter Straub Park
for the out-of-this-wOrld fire

St. Petersburg.
• ‘Take the Pledge’ - Dur
ing the evening, a bonfire will

public image as a happy

ences. That’s! when she teamed “Things were not working out wrote five songs on Hot Coko:
up with childhood friends Lelee and we were growing apart. The “Sunshine,” “You and Me,”

cians, jugglers and lots of sur

WXPX-TV 66 and the City of

Coko

hard work because it’s just me
year-old songstress, who cites collective of-well-”sisters with now and I did all fee background
gospel singers Twinkie Clark, voices”, Coko says that SWV’s and lead vocals. Plus, I wrote
Tramaine Hawkins arid Men of success only intensified tensions some of fee songs,” she says with
Standard as her biggest influ- feat had begun to rattle the group, a proud smile. In total, Coko co

prises, including big-screen
projection of Millennium cele

advanced beginner instruction
tions are by appointment. on violin; viola, cello, and
Please call fee PYS Hotline standing bass. Classes are held
(727) 438-3149 for audition at Osceola Middle School on
requirements and to schedule Mondays, Sandy Lane Ele

day, September life. Audi

church and eventually would like

um, a fiber-optic lighted sculp

Youth Arts Corps
Job Openings For
Youth In The Arts

ST. PETERSBURG-The Placement in the orchestra pro
Pinellas Youth Symphony will gram is by audition.
The Pinellas Youth Sym
hold auditions ■ for the
1999/2000 Season on Satur phony also offers beginner and

leading

music’s

Bright’ - Everyone will have

tures will be lit one at a time to
count down the remaining

both Black and Latin cul

establish herself as one of con

Vinoy Basin on New Year’s
Eve. Designed by artists and

debut CD is scheduled to

include the Timbal and-produced “As We Danced”

awaited solo debut, Hot Coko,

female vocalists and songwriters.
Bom and raised in fee Bronx,

rates many styles in her

in

SWV’s double-platinum first
album, It’s About Time. Now,

ately, and her self-titled
stores

Into You” and “Weak” from

our promises will be vapor
ized, but our pledge cards will

sculptures are lit around the

NEW YORK - Univer

including “Right Here,” “I’m So

pledges during the evening,

Petersburg residents as they
celebrate the First Night 2000

Elsie Muniz Thinks It's
Love She Sees In ’Your
Eyes’------------------------------

commanding lead vocalist
behind several chart-topping hits,

community in 1999 as part of
fee Hand in Hand Toward the
New Millennium project. As
fee bonfire bums all the

MBx Show 0^*:
Mad Lkw
UH Lou
£ Christian

ADVERTISE TODAY!
Call
Lawrence Hires
General Sales Manager
(815) 620-1300 FAX (813) 628-0713
OR
St. Petersburg Location
s
(7X7) 321-1573

Vena Stxs&cae
STOATS - T«tJRSI>AySf
• iax> ftHTO 4:00AM

5207 Washington Boulevard
Tampa, Florida 33619
www.wtmp-am115o.com
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it. Pete
Final Rites

Jonesville, Velma Johnson of

both of Blitchton. and Roder

Wilson, Brushlot. FL, and

Alachua, Nancy O’Neal of

ick Haynes, Jr. of Leesbuig;

Alfred Wilson, Orange Lake;

nieces; numerous grandnieces;

Jonesville, John Welch Jr. of
Augusta, GA, Rose Welch of
Gainesville, Reba Irving of

one sister, Alexus Kendrick of
Blitchton; grandparents, Roger

three daughters, Linda Lewis
of Flemington, FL, Mae Bell

nine nephews; and countless
Home, Ocala.

MAHAMARY. died August

Dean and Eugene Mozell of
Ocala, Robert Slappy of

Wilson of Gainesvile, and

Worcester, Mass; two devoted

sisters; three brothers; eleven

23, 1999. Survivors include

Gainesville, Marilyn Kendrick

Mary Holsey,
father, Arthur

three great nieces, one great-

grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren; one special

of Ocala and Holly Foxx of Ft

Brushlot FL; two sisters; eight

great niece, four great-great
nephews; a very special and
dear cousin, and a host of

cousin; one devoted godson;
one devoted goddaughter, and

two special friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

MARIE

BALL?

died

recently.

Survivors

MoranL Antoine Kendrick, Jr.,

step daughter, one grandson;
one granddaughter; eleven

amesvii
Final Rites

NEAL, TINY DUPRESS

children, Robert Welch of

cousins and coring friends.
Chestnut Funeral Home,

Gainesville.

include her husband, Reginald
Neal; three brothers, two sis
ters, all of St Petersbuig; one
unclq, two godchildren, and a

Ocala
Final Rites

DANIELS, CHARLIE
WILLIAM, died August 19,
1999. Survivors include his

GIBSON, SR, BOOKER

host of other relatives and lov

devoted wife of 44 years,

T., died August 27,1999. Sur

ing friends. Creal Funeral

vivors include Lola O’Neal,
Bridgette Reed, St. Petersbuig;

Home, SL Petersbuig.

Romie Benton Floyd-Daniels;
three sisters; two brothers; and

cousins and friends. Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

nieces, nephews, cousins, and

and Flora E Williams; stepfa

vivors include his wife Curlie
Fordham of Jacksonville;

uncles and friends. Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

extended family members and
friends. Chestnut Funeral

ther, Kenneth Williams; grand

sons, Donald Fordham of
Louisiana; Roosevelt Jackson
of Jacksonville; Leroy Ford
ham and Timothy Fordham,

WILSON,
JENNIE
BEATRICE died August 18,
1999. Survivors include four

Home, Gainesville.

both of Miami; daughters,
Angerine Edwards, Sharon

sons, Alphonso Wilson of
Orange Lake, Alton Wilson,

TIT*

mother, Mary White; one sis
ter, one brother, and a host of

aunts, uncles, great aunts, and
SHIELDS, LUVENIA
SMART, died August • 28,
1999. Survivors include one

great uncles. Cunningham
Funeral Home, Ocala.

Sadly missed, Ma &
Grandma, but not

forgotten. It's been 12

years since you've

KENDRICK, DIQUAN
‘(“QUAN”) RESHAY, died

at*

.August 28, 1999. Survivors

EARLY, LARRY IFF.
died recently. Survivors
include four sisters and a host
of aunts, uncles, nieces and
nephews. Summers Funeral

TURNER, HENRY, died
August '26, 1999. Survivors

WELCH SR., JOHN
WILBERT, died August 19,

include his wife, Ruby Lee

1999. Survivors include his

Turner, four sons, Jesse Ford,
Union Springs, Ala., Virgil

loving and devoted wife of 51

Home, Ocala.

include parents, Tinea L.
Morant of Blitchton, FL and
Antoine Kendrick of Ocala;

three

brothers,

Deondri

Lucy, Peggie, Dora,
Queen, Dot, Janelle, Mayola,
Peggie Ann.
Aria Burge

Love Always, Peggie, Lucy

CUNNINGHAM'S

(Summers funeral Slome

Funeral Home, PA.

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Limousine Rental Service

years 'Hannah J. Welch, six

Hayward, Tyrone and Rufus
Brown all of SL Petersburg;-

r {> ■

Teresene Brown and Valerie
Rouse, all of Si. Petersbuig;

four sisters, two brothers-, fif

■

teen grandchildren,'' nine great
grandchildren and a host of
nieces, nephews arid other sor

*■

1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
896-2602

Petersbuig

and Staff Sergeant Marvin

fcBit wr ifcf
11111
State AoorovedPre-Funprai

Hicks; four daughters, K. Rena

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE

and Service^

CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

*•

Dr. M.L King St Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L King Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

rowing relatives and friends.
Creal Funeral Home, SL

351-0566......... .. .Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.
2238 NW 10th St...........Alvis Summers; L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475................ ............. Notary Public

Creal Funeral
II Seventh
Homes
Avenue Chapel

three daughters, Grace Gary,

Russell, all of St Petersbuig,

parents, Tommy Kinsler. Jr.

died August 27, 1999. Sur

great

two

been gone.

atives and friends. Creal
Funeral Home, SL Petersbuig.

Hicks, Reggie-Russell, Darryl

grandchildren;

grandchildren; and a host of

Home, Ocala.

ters; several nieces, cousins,
grands, great grands, other rel

vivors include his wife, Evelyn
Hicks; six sons, Ernest Hicks
Jr., Quinton Hicks, Corey

KINSLER. CORPORAL

JERMAINE T. died August
27, 1999. Survivors include

Lauderdale; great grandpar

, aunt; two uncles; and a host of
nieces, nephews, cousins and
friends. Cunningham Funeral

Booker T. Gibson, Jr., St.

died August 26, 1999. Sur

Maryland;
Floyd of

ents; aunts, uncles, and a host
of cousins, great aunts, great

FORDHAM, LEROY J.,

three sisters; three brothers;
twelve grandchildren; one

Petersbuig; three granddaugh

HICKS, ERNEST‘LEE,

friends. Cunningham Funeral

Fordham and Abby Gale
Fordham, all of Jacksonville;

a host of nieces, nephews,

Eva Little Gibson, Bainbridge,
GA; Mack Jackson, Ft Myers;

Huber Heights, OH, Willie

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FEUX SNOW

Licensed Funeral

Directors

Larry M. Saunders, LED.

: '•

18 N.W. 8th Avenue.............................................(352) 372-2537
P.O.Box592
(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL32602 .................................. Fax: (352) 377-5678

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Oliver, Marlene Smith, Tracey

Johnson, all of SL Petersbuig,

and Lizzie Bryant, Buffalo,

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service ♦ Shipping Service

NY; one brother;" two sisters;
twelve grandchildren, and a

host of nieces, nephews,

Serving From two Convenient Locations

cousins^ and dear friends.
Creal Funeral Home, St.

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculste Matt

Petersbuig.
JACKSON,'

ANNIE

MAE, died August 25, 1999.

Survivors include a- daughter,'

An Easy Way to Pay
In Advance For Your Funeral

Doris Wilkinson; one. son

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
€727)
1700 - 49th Street South • St Petersburg, FL 33707

Alexander Wilkinson, Jr, both
of SL Petersbuig; arid a host of

"Yes, that’s right,.there
is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and
have peace of mind."

nieces and nephews, and sor
rowing relatives and friends.
Creal Funeral Home St.

Petersburg.

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

___________ "Service In the Soul’s Highest Calling**
The average funeral costs much less today than most
Iv-ofcA do-urn

people think. However, in the future, an average funeral

fvom, heaven,

will cost more.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987
"Taking Time To Serve Others"

he ieeA a// the

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't
iom o-£men-..-.

pose a financial burden to those left behind.

— fh'Aa/ui 33

Affordably monthly payments are available to suit your
needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan

There are over 50 decisions

to make at the death of a

loved one

you, want and if you relocate-your plan goes with you.

Young's
Funeral
Jb

Your first decision may be
the most important one

Don't delay:..

®ome

Consider us first
for

Call or Write to us today
A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

to learn more about

funeral planning.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728

442-2388

1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705

A
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
EBBsaaaa

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
FLORIDA
3-14-21
LOTTO 26-38-40
CA$H 3
588 247 601
763
140 935 247

Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa on the indicated Bid

Have an office? Need an office
mate? Will pay $150-$ 175
monthly. Call 827-0397 after
5:00 p.m. Preferably downtown,
close to Central Ave.

OF THE FLORIIM SUNCXMSr
<M<^rMidhraMi(K flWrttw .W7
>00 East Bay Drive • laijp, Florida 33770-3770

A

PROJECT: PW6654 & PW6652;
Davis Island & Sally Sol Boat Ramp
Improvements BID DATE: October
12, 1999 ESTIMATE: $1,167,000
DEPOSIT: $100 SCOPE: Construc
tion of a breakwater dock, with
navaids. shore protection; demolition
of existing boat ramp, construction of
new boat ramp, modification of pave
ment. pavement overlay, striping

located at Davis Islands boat ramp;
and Salty Sol Boat Ramp demolition

and reconstruction of boat ramp, new
pavement, pavement overlays, strip
ing, docks. PRE-BID CONFER
ENCE: Tuesday, September 21,
1999, 2:00 p.m;, Tampa Municipal
Office Building, 306 E. Jackson

HOUSES &
APARTMENTS
STUDIO
1 BR. APT.
2 BR. APT.
2 BR HOUSE
3 BR 2 BA APARTMENT
4 BRI BA APT.
4 BR 2 BA HOUSE
RENT WHILE BUYING
AVAILABLE
SECTION "8" OK

Unique Profession!!

Hands-on care of the

terminally ill.

Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs

4-8 6-2 7-5
1-6 7-3 8-2

Date no later than 130 P.M. in the 4th
Floor Conference Room. Tampa
Municipal Office Building, 306 E.
Jackson Street. Tampa, Florida, for
the following projects:

"AFFORDABLE
HOUSING"
- RENTALS -

The Hospice

(FL License Required)

& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed) •

AIA, City Architect, 813/274-8773
Pre-Bid Conference(s) are held in the

4th Floor Conference Room. The
Plans and Specifications for the work

. 300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

All

Employment Division .
Office is .Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

Copy

flETTERSTO:
THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
25009THST.S.
5T. PETE, FL 337071

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problejh

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FOR INFORMATION ON

Submitted

-i/

Car Jack Alarms

A

44

Must Be
a(m/%

Type

(mm (wid. H Li

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St S.

M*4- tyfi/ltffo'Vi to.

written
Or Will

Not Be
Published

Am. frthd&i
La tyfeneiLtfah

piLNte,)..

oa

Send your letters to:
The Weekly Challenger
2500 9th Street. S.

5

Pl ACE AOUR
tUASSlFSUD AO
today!

<£

PROPOSED SCHEDULE
•
•
•

28 August and 4 September 1999
30 August 1999
8 September 1999

A walk through of the units will be held at the Jordan Park Development in the 1100 Block
of 25th Street South St. Petersburg, Florida, 33713 at 9:00 a.m. Although not mandatory, it
is strongly recommended that all interested Offerors attend..

•
•
•

SPHA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR ALL PROPOSALS
IF SUCH ACTION IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST AND TO WAIVE
ANY AND ALL INFORMALITIES AND MINOR IRREGULARITIES

days and hours.

Darrell lrions, Executive Director

charge of $10 per set. Checks should
be made payable to the City of
Tampa. Documents can also be made
available for review (only) at the City
of Tampa's Community Affairs Of
fice upon request. Copies of the Women/Minority Business Enterprise
Program and Directory may be ob
tained with the Plans and Specifica
tions.

DRIVERS NEEDED Full Time and Part Time
positions, Retirees are
encouraged to apply.
Please call 941-655-1881

Advertise In The Tampa
Of

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

ADVERTISEMENT
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RFP #99-022
Developer Jordan Park
The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA), in St. Petersburg, Florida, is seeking qualifications
from responsible, licensed developers for the development of on-site units at Jordan Park as a part
of the St. Petersburg Housing Authority’s HOPE VI program. The scope of the work will include,
but is not limited to, total redevelopment of the Jordan Park site as per the HOPE VI Project doc

uments.
PROPOSED SCHEDULE

•

September 1 and 12,1999

- Advertise Request For Qualifications

•

September 1,1999

- RFQ package ready for pick-up

•

SeptemberlS, 1999

- Pre-Submittal Conference

•

September IS, 1999

— Pre-Submittal Site Visit

A Pre-Submittal Conference will be held at 3250 5th Avenue North, (Boardroom), St.
Petersburg, Florida, 33713 at 10:00 a.m. A site visit will be held on site at 1:00 p.m. the same
day. Although not mandatory, it is strongly recommended that all interested Proposers attend.
•

October 15,1999

- Written Proposals due by 2:00 p.m.

•

November 18,1999

- Award of Contract

•

December 1,1999

- Commencement of Services

If you are interested in submitting a response to this solicitation, you may fax your request for a
RFQ package to (813) 893-1304 Monday through Friday, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00
p.m. You may also pick-up a copy in person at 3250 5th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, Florida
33713 from Ms. Erica Landers during the same days and hours.
SPHA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY OR AIF SUCH ACTION IS IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST AND TO WAIVE
ANY AND ALL INFORMALITIES AND MINOR IRREGULARITIES

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

Name

YOUR HOROSCOPE

i Address
State.

City------

. Zip Code,

(CifaURttgRT
re

Phone__
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising costs of printing

•
•
•
•

Carrier Delivery will now be:

1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger
■fis

You can find The Weekly Challenger

Business Ads
Birthday Pictures
Special Section Ads
Church Ads

«

IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop; 3407 c. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
• tee Davis Center, 22nd Street
• Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza

• Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
•• N„ 248-5683
• Grace's Lounge; Albany Avenue
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill

Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
Anderson Nail Salon, 34th Street
Silver Dollar Grocery, 40th Street
Myrick's Barber Shop, Buffalo Avenue
Cut Rate Liquor, 155th Street and 26th
Gold Star Station, Nebraska and Columbua

• Blue Ribbon Grocery, Columbus
*
• Food Mart, Columbus and Blvd.
• Prince Grocery, Columbus and Blvd,

• Sav-Mor, Rome and Chestnut
• Mary Bethune Hirise, West Union St.
• Tampa Housing, West Union St.
IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.

• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.
• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, comer of Greenwood &

Carlton Street
• Jahn's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood

Advertise In The
Paper That's
Challenging Your

,

Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane

Competition

• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.

• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority
• MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane

• Ross Norton Recreation Center
• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
• North Greenwood Library
IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.

• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Comer Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

ATTENTION

Aries

Libra

March 21 to April 39

September 23 to October 22

If a difference of opinion tests
your diplomacy under the 12th’s Libra
moon, politely suggest settling with the
help of a third party. A financial decision
you reach On the 14th will pave the way for
future growth.

L..S .jdi Under ultra-romantic aspec
on the 13th and 14th. passion could ta
your breath away. By the 16th, you rhic
be preoccupied by office politics wh
Mercury lends work matters a politic
overtone; protect your interests.

, f

2 May
Gemini
21 to June 21

—
The 16th and 17th are espe
cially lucky days for you; an extra lottery
ticket could change your address to Easy
Street! After the 16th, Mercury in Libra will
turn your thoughts to creative projects,
hobbies and time spent with children.

June 22 to July 22

Your home could become a
party palace on the 11th or 12th—stock
up oh munchies, and air out the sleeping
bags in case guests need to stay over. On
the 15th, an on-the-job conflict could
demand square dealing.

Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOAT
J« Environmental Development
J

COMMISSION (EDC~) •

*

Enforcement
Building Dept. - Permits

CODE

Consult with us first. Call for an
appointment now.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712
(813) 327-1935

Thanks to the sun glowing in
your society sector, those empty pages in
your address book could fill up with the
names of friends and professional con
tacts. There’s a tidal wave of passion
headed your way on the 13th and 14th.

Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21

...
: Don’t waste another minute
weighing the pros and cons of an impor
tant change—under the Mars-Pluto con
junction, toss what’s broken and keep only
the things that work! New beginnings are
favored on the 16th and 17th.

December 22 to January 39

________ Hidden secrets could be brought
to light under this week’s powerful MarsPluto conjunction. On the 16th, a new job
or promotion could further your dreams.
Under globe-trotting stars, you’ll yearn to
get a closer look at faraway places.

Aquarius

ING COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROPf
ERTY.

OR

October 23 to November 21

SI Cancer

BEFORE BUYING, BUILDING OR RENOVAT

Having problems with:

-------with the moon casting a bril
liant spotlight on your sign, don’t be sur
prised when a romantic wish comes true
on the 11th or 12th. A vivid image that
comes to you in a dream could have sig
nificance in real life.

aaurus
April 20 to May 20

at the following locations:

4

- Request for Proposals are due by 10:00 a.m.
- Approval of Proposal
- Commencement of services

17 September 1999
23 September 1999
1 October 1999

Darrell lrions, Executive Director

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St.Petersburg, FL 33705

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

- Advertise Request For Proposals
- Request for Proposals ready for pick-up
- Pre-Proposal Conference, walk through of units
at Jordan Park.

payment of the indicated deposit for
each set. Copies of Standard Forms
and Provisions, (a part of the Con
tract Documents, but not reprinted in
the Specifications), are available for
an additional charge of $15 each.
Mailing is available for an additional

Hehavioral Science or 4 years related expe
rience. C.A.P. or C.A.A.P. required.
Competitive salary commensurate with
experience. To apply Contact 727-442-0059
or fax resume to 7274437305 no latter than
9/31/99 at 5:00PM.

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

The Housing Authority of the City of St. Petersburg, (SPHA), St. Petersburg, Florida is request
ing Proposals from qualified, responsible, licensed contractors interested in providing unit
turnover construction services for approximately seventy-five units. The scope of the work
includes cleaning, checking/repair/replacement of unit fixtures and components, painting, floor
ing, electrical, plumbing, mechanical work, cabinet work etc. to make vacant units ready for ten
ant relocations within Jordan Park.

If you are interested in submitting a proposal, Please fax your request to (813) 893-1304 Monday
through Friday, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. You may also pick-up a copy, in per
son at 3250 5th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, Florida 33713 from Erica Landers during the same

<R
Stop by the
<(6 Weekly Challenger
Community Intervention Specialist/ Sub
jdb
office:
stance Abuse Counseling F/T B.X. arid or
^J?,5OO - 9th Street S.
-jT' St. Petersburg
5^ Bachelors (Preferred) in Counseling or

St. Pete, FL 33707.

Jordan Park Unit Turnover Construction Services

may be examined at, or copies may
be obtained from, the Department of
Public Works, Municipal Office
Building, 4th Floor North, City Hall
Plaza, Tampa, Florida 33602, (phone,
(813) 274-8721) upon the refundable

CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
A

REOLESI FOR PRQJ’QSALS
REP #99-023

Street, 4th Floor Conference Room
CONTACT: James E. Jackson, Jr.,

520-1700

586-4432

ADVERTISEMENT

LEGAL NOTICE

OFFICE SPACE NEEDED

July 23 to August 22

With Venus elevating your nat, ural radiance to near-blinding levels, no
one will be able to resist your dazzling
charm! Make a wish—it’s sure to be grant
ed. Is your child hanging out with the right
crowd? Check into it on the 15th.

Boj

January 20 to February 18

Prepare to enjoy a rewarding
growth spurt of the heart and mind! Don’t
hesitate to welcome new people into your
life. Spurred by the Mars-Pluto conjunc
tion, you could initiate far-reaching
changes in an important relationship.

Virgo

Pisces

August 23to September 22

February 39 to Match 20

Only the king of hunks will sat
isfy discerning you—and when romantic
stars shine on the 13th and 14th, you
could find him. After the 15th, a final res
olution to a real-estate glitch will settle
your fears.

.
On the 15th, a parent’s declar
ation could take you by surprise. With
Venus whispering “you deserve it!" in your
health and diet zone, try not to overindulge.
The lucky financial break you’ve been wait
ing for might arrive as early as the 16th.

20

CHAI

sATl

1999

Save over
with this weeks
specials!

Or 2 to HawaiiGlen Ellen
White Zinfandel
750 ml bottle

U.S. Choice
Boneless
London Broil

101b.
Russet
Potatoes

BRAND
U.S. CHOICE

:-W

U.S. Choice Boneless

Delmonico Steak

$|98
poly bag

W-D Brand®
Aged”, 1/Bth Inch Trim

U.S. CHOICE

Sirloin Up

Half Gallon
Superbrand
Ice Cream

99‘

Untrimmed, Limit 2
12 to 14 lb. avg. weight
Boneless
All varieties, regular, low fat,
or sherbet, Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase

nrwTlia

MTUM
IMO

Gold Medal

Flour
Swwks $

EDALjE?

5 lb. bag, plain or self rising
Limit 2 w/ $10 purchase* fttf-rising

Thrifty Maid
Vegetables

* 4/$
15 oz. lag; sweet peas or
creamed corn, 152 oz. whole kemal
mm or 14.8oz. oigeen beans

‘ Harvest Fresh

Iceberg Lettuce
68{

Marketplace^

WINN
America's Supermarket*

Prices good Wednesday, September 8 thru
Tuesday, September 14, 1999.

In our fresh
produce department.

| Heinz Homestyle

Beef Gravy

We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover® ATM®
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1999. WINN-DIXIE STORES, INC., TAMPA DIVISION
Ad is effective in the following counties: Highland, Hardee, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee, Pinellas, Pasco, Polk, Sarasota,
Lee, DeSoto, Collier, Charlotte and the city of LaBelle. *purchase excludes alcohol or tobacco products.

12 oz. jar
Bonus 3 pack’

